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On the Cover

Artist’s Statement
for Bury the Past,
Rob Us Blind

space for the viewer to actively take part in the
installation of this art at the Wallace L. Anderson
Gallery, Bridgewater State University in May 2018
by way of whiteboards, blank speech bubbles, and
thought clouds to provide an answer and resolve
the work.

RYAN MEHIGAN

T

Editor’s Note

he title of my thesis for a Master of Arts Photographs of the installation of Mr. Mehigan’s
in Teaching Creative Arts is This Light Is art is found on the next page of this volume. Ad-

Not My Own. The body of artistic work I ditionally, photographs of Mr. Mehigan’s art are
created is an investigation into detournement, au- found throughout this edition of The Graduate
thorial intent, and activated spectatorship, address- Review.
ing the questions: “What can I use to make art?”
“What do I intend the art to say?” and “What does About the Artist
the art do to the viewer?” The body of work is com- Ryan Mehigan is a visual artist and educator who
posed through detournement, recontextualizing vi- lives in Wareham, Massachusetts. A native of New
sual fragments that cross my path from magazines, England, Ryan grew up in Maynard, Massachusetts
newspapers, and mail order catalogs to television, and completed an undergraduate study of political
video, and the vastness of the Internet. The dis- science and studio art at the University of Vermont.
parity of content ranges from historic government His artwork combines a diversity of influences,
archives, family photos, pop culture icons, 1980s from graffiti and street art to collage and abstract
movies, video games, social movement protesters, expressionism, often addressing subject matters of
Internet memes, and beyond. Such diverse sourc- pop culture and politics. He has exhibited his work
ing creates provocative yet obscure compositions at various galleries throughout the region, including the Danforth Museum of Art in Framingham,
caught in the limbo between conflict and resolve.
The intent of my thesis is to reduce my au- Massachusetts and The Armory Building in New
thorial voice, shifting to a role of choreographer York City. Past clients include New Balance, Luluof the viewer’s experience. This has recast my art lemon Athletica, and Camp Bisco Music Festival.
from a declarative position of “I am saying to you” Ryan completed a Master of Arts in Teaching Creto an interrogative art that is asking, “What are you ative Arts at Bridgewater State University in 2018
hearing?” With such a question asked, I had left and currently teaches visual art at Qualters Middle
School in Mansfield, Massachusetts.
6 • The Graduate Review • 2019
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My Own
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Fighting Opioid
Addiction in the
United States:
Legislative Policy
Review, and How
Peer Supports are
Suited for Battle
JEREMIAH ELSINGER
AND JESSICA RENTSCH

T

than 1,200 confirmed opioid overdose deaths in
2018 in the commonwealth (Massachusetts Department of Public Health, 2018a). Those who die
from opioid overdoses in Massachusetts are predominately White and male. Thus far in 2018, 73%
of all confirmed opioid overdose deaths were male,
and 81% were White (Massachusetts Department
of Public Health, 2018a). However, it is important
to note that the percentage of Blacks who died from
an opioid overdose increased by 4% in 2018 (Massachusetts Department of Public Health, 2018a).
Since 2013, there has been an overall increase in Emergency Medical Services incidents
that are opioid related (Massachusetts Department
of Public Health, 2018b). In 2017, there were
22,215 opioid-related overdoses (fatal and non-fatal) reported in Massachusetts (Massachusetts
Department of Public Health, 2018b). Compared

he prevalence of opioid misuse and ad- to the general population, adults who survive a
diction is rapidly increasing. In 2017, a non-fatal opioid overdose are 24 times more likely

record-breaking 72,000 people died from to die in the year following the overdose (Olfson,
opioid overdoses (National Institute of Drug Abuse, Crystal, Wall, Wang, Liu, & Blanco, 2018). Olfson
2018a). Massachusetts is one of the top states in the et al. (2018) found that these deaths are attributed
nation for opioid-related overdose deaths. In 2016, to a range of factors, including suicide, circulatothere were 29.7 opioid-related deaths per 100,000 ry diseases, and cancer. However, the researchers
people, more than double the national average of found that the most common immediate cause of
13.3 deaths per 100,000 (National Institute of Drug death within this population were substance-use asAbuse, 2018b). As of November, there were more sociated diseases, including a subsequent overdose
8 • The Graduate Review • 2019
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(Olfson et al., 2018). Previous research has found treatment (Sacco, 2014). In 1914, the United States
that rates of relapse with opioid-use disorder (OUD) first federally regulated the prescribing of opioids
were higher than with any other substance (Kadam, with the Harrison Narcotic Act. The Harrison NarSinha, Nimkar, Matcheswalla, & De Sousa, 2017; cotic Act did not prohibit the prescribing of opioids
Tkacz, Severt, Cacciola, & Ruetsch, 2012).

for addiction treatment by physicians in medical

One promising solution has been the use of settings (Jaffe & O’Keeffe, 2003). Officials desigpeer supports in treatment. Peer supports have been nated to implement the act opposed the ambiguity
positively associated with treatment compliance in and privilege of physicians to determine how they
a variety of mental and physical health fields. A administered and treated in their medical practice
meta-analysis of peer supports for addiction treat- (Jaffe & O’Keeffe, 2003). This led to legal action
ment concluded that they were beneficial for pa- against physicians prescribing opioids as a maintient outcomes (Bassuk, Hanson, Greene, Richard, tenance program for addiction (Jaffe & O’Keeffe,
& Laudet, 2016). The Substance Abuse and Men- 2003).
tal Health Services Administration (SAMHSA)

In 1919, the Supreme Court ruled against

(2017a) and the U.S. Department of Veterans Af- the use of opioid maintenance as a legitimate medfairs (2011) found that peer supports were associ- ical practice. The U.S. government’s first attempts
ated with reduced hospitalizations, reduced relapse at dealing with drug addiction were not to improve
rates, reduced substance use, and improved access clinical services, research, and delivery methods.
to social supports. This article will discuss the his- Rather, it targeted physicians and used threats of
tory of policy and treatment of opioid-use disor- punishment by fines and imprisonment (McCarty,
der and illustrate why peer support is an emerging Priest, & Korthuis, 2018). The American Medical
solution.

Association (AMA) strongly opposed prescribing
opioids to addicts and in 1920, pushed to proseA Historical Review of Policy

cute physicians who continued this practice. The

Regulation is the primary response by the actions by the AMA were not strongly supported,
U.S. government when addressing drug addiction and no significant changes occurred until after the
and illicit substances. Until recently, treatment for end of 1964 (Jaffe & O’Keeffe, 2003).
substance abuse has been and still is punitive. Reg-

The use of public health hospitals between

ulatory measures have strongly focused on con- 1938 and 1974 were set up by authorization of
trolling substances and the legal application of this Congress and were named U.S. public health
Bridgewater State University
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hospitals under the management of both the US training, and a shortage of clinically trained profesPublic Health Service and the Bureau of Prisons. sionals (McCarty et al., 2018).
It started off as a volunteer service for individu-

Public and political response to substance

als who were convicted of federal drug crimes. misuse has been heavily influenced by racial polTreatment was minimal but included management itics. In 1971, President Nixon launched the “War
of withdrawal, a drug-free environment, psycho- on Drugs”. Instead of supporting treatment options
therapy, and education; in this atmosphere, success for individuals with substance-use disorders, drug
rates were low. When these medical facilities were use was criminalized, and mass incarceration enclosed, they were repurposed and became federal sued, increasing the country’s prison population
correctional institutions (McCarty et al., 2018).

350% (Pearl & Perez, 2018). The Anti-Drug Abuse

The 1960s saw a resurgence of addiction Act of 1986 established mandatory minimum senand included a heroin epidemic. With the rise in tences for possession and use of illegal substances
use, positive American attitudes towards treatment (Cohen, 2015). These sentences were far harsher
of addiction evolved. This development peeked, on crack, typically used within inner-city commuand political opinions ushered in the Narcotic Ad- nities of color, than on powder cocaine, a more exdict Rehabilitation Act (NARA) of 1966. This Act pensive version of the drug, typically used within
was more than a response to public opinion. It le- white suburban communities (Cohen, 2015). The
gitimized the use of oral methadone as a scientifi- federal government’s response to opioid use within
cally sound medical practice to treat addicts (Jaffe communities of color has historically focused on
& O’Keeffe, 2003).

criminalization and punishment (Cohen, 2015).

Additionally, the NARA started the use of The current opioid epidemic has largely impacted
community-based outpatient services. This legis- White communities. Thus, today’s focus on harm
lation implemented the authorization of civil com- reduction versus criminalization is important to
mitments for two groups. First, people convicted frame within the larger historical narrative of reof federal drug offenses. Second, to civilians and sponses to substance misuse.
individuals who were not charged with a crime but
were petitioned by the community or family mem- Uses of Medication-Assisted Opioid Treatments
bers to mandate a hospital commitment and super-

Research on the use of methadone for the

vision after treatment. This attempt was plagued treatment of OUD ensued. This prompted Conby slow implementation, the severe need for
10 • The Graduate Review • 2019

gress, and subsequently the Food and Drug
Bridgewater State University

Administration (FDA) and the Drug Enforcement they emerged, they had difficulties being accepted
Administration (DEA), to implement regulations by the community because of the association with
and oversights on the use of methadone in pro- a long history of the criminalization of drug use
grams and clinics. These programs multiplied and and incarceration (McCarty et al., 2018). These
became widely used during the 1970s and 1980s. residential settings were also used for people with
There were attempts by the FDA and the DEA to dysfunctional behavior and other deviant behavadhere strictly to the guidelines but with the expan- iors or thinking. They were heavily criticized for
sion and wide use, oversight became difficult (Jaffe being dehumanizing and confrontational. Estimat& O’Keeffe, 2003; McCarty et al., 2018).

ed dropout rates were between 70% and 75%, and

The period of increased regulation start- outpatient-programs dropout rates were not signifiing in 1966 was followed by 30 years of effort to cantly different. These institutionalized, communiliberalize the FDA’s regulations. Abstinence was ty-based residentials are now identified as an inefthe primary focus of all treatment during this time. fective and inhumane way of treating persons with
The Controlled Substances Act of 1970 created a substance abuse or mental health issues (McCarty
classification system for drugs based on their al- et al., 2018).
leged likelihood of being abused. These schedules continue to impact the ability of physicians

The Current Legislative Landscape

to prescribe medication-assisted opioid treatments

Improvement in treatment is imperative,

today (Jaffe & O’Keeffe, 2003). During this time, and the policy is ever evolving in response to curbuprenorphine was developed and found to be an rent social needs. In the last 20 years, the incidents
efficacious treatment option for opioid addiction. of overdose deaths related to opioids have dramatDue to its nature as a partial opioid agonist and its ically increased. This increase, often referred to as
limited toxicity when ingested, legislation was de- the “opioid epidemic”, is having significant social,
veloped and was submitted to Congress and signed political, and economic impacts on communities
into law. This was known as the Drug Addiction across the country, including within the CommonTreatment Act of 2000 (Jaffe & O’Keeffe, 2003).

wealth of Massachusetts. The federal government

Therapeutic communities emerged in the mid- has made many attempts in recent years to develop
1950s and 1960s. These settings were set up as policies addressing this epidemic.
long-term residential care. These were prototypes
of our current residential treatment system. As
Bridgewater State University
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Federal

addiction (Jones, Viswanath, Peck, Kaye, Gill, &

On a federal level, there is a long legislative Simpoulos, 2015). The 2006 Reauthorization Act
history of attempted regulation and prohibition of increased the number of patients a physician could
certain substances. Rates of drug overdoses slow- administer buprenorphine to from 30 to 100 (Jones,
ly increased under these policies (Coyne & Hall, et al., 2016)
2018). In 1971, the death rate due to drug overdose

Opioid overdose deaths continued to rise

was 1 in every 100,000 people. By 2014, it had ris- despite increased treatment options. In 2016, the
en nearly 1500% to 14.7 overdose deaths in every number of drug overdose deaths related to opioids
100,000 people (Coyne & Hall, 2018; McCarty et rose by 20% (Jones, et al., 2016). Of the 42,000
al., 2018). According to Coyne and Hall (2018), people who died from an opioid overdose in 2016,
prohibitive drug policies have increased rates of 20,000 of them were due to use of fentanyl, 15,000
drug use and drug abuse. Additionally, these pol- were connected with heroin use, and the remainder
icies have led to increases in use of more potent were overdoses of prescription opioids (Jones et
drugs, such as opioids. In 2014, 61% of drug-relat- al., 2016).
ed overdose deaths were due to opioids (Coyne &
Hall, 2018).

Federal support for opioid-agonist treatments grew under the Obama Administration. In

Federal policies providing options for drug 2015, President Obama issued a Presidential Memtreatment are much more limited. The use of opi- orandum directing states to analyze barriers to opioid-agonist treatment - the treatment of opioid oid-agonist treatment and develop action plans to
dependence with medications, such as morphine, address these (Nadelmann & LaSalle, 2017). Mamethadone, or buprenorphine - has been proven one jor barriers remain, however, to patients enrolling in
of the most effective treatments for OUD (Nadel- such treatment. Methadone clinics face extremely
mann & LaSalle, 2017). As previously mentioned, restrictive policies, while access to buprenorphine
the Drug Treatment Act of 2000 expanded options is limited by many insurances, as well as policies
for medication-assisted treatment of opioid addic- on how many patients to which a single physician
tion, allowing physicians to prescribe schedule III, can prescribe (Nadelmann & LaSalle, 2017).
IV, and V drugs for opioid-agonist treatment (Jaffe

In 2016, the Comprehensive Addiction and

& O’Keeffe, 2003). In 2002, the Federal Drug Recovery Act (CARA) was signed into law. This
Administration (FDA) approved buprenorphine was the first major legislation in more than 40 years
and buprenorphine/naloxone for use with opioid to comprehensively address drug addiction
12 • The Graduate Review • 2019
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(Community Anti-Drug Coalitions of America federal level. In 2005, the Department of Veter[CADCA], 2016). This legislation changed a va- ans Affairs (VA) instituted and funded positions for
riety of policies relating to treatment for OUD. Peer Supports (PS) staff. The VA recognized that
CARA increased the number of patients a physi- the use of peer-support technicians is an effective
cian could administer buprenorphine to from 100 research-based intervention that can significantly
to 275 (Substance Abuse & Mental Health Services improve outcomes in treating substance abuse disAdministration [SAMHSA], 2017b). Additionally, orders, including opioid addiction (Chinman, Shoi,
it launched a variety of evidence-based practices & Cohen, 2010; Thomas, 2017; U.S. Department
for heroin and opioid addiction aimed to expand of Veterans Affairs, 2011).
these treatment options nationally. Some of the best
practices recommended were medication-assisted Massachusetts
treatment and expansion of diversion services to

Massachusetts has been one the states hard-

connect individuals to treatment rather than bring est hit by the opioid epidemic and thus has enacted
criminal prosecution (CADCA, 2016). CARA also a variety of policies in response. In 2016, Massaexpanded partnerships with law enforcement agen- chusetts passed an act relative to Substance Use,
cies and prisons to develop best practices for iden- Treatment, Education, and Prevention (STEP).
tifying and treating incarcerated individuals with This legislation was developed collaboratively
substance use disorders (CADCA, 2016).

through conversations with medical professionals,

In October 2018, Congress passed the Sub- policy makers, and community members (Mass.
stance Use Disorder Prevention that Promotes Opi- Gen. Laws, Chapter 52 & Section 32, 2016; Rudoid Recovery and Treatment for Patients and Com- der, Tsao, & Jack, 2016). The STEP Act included
munities (SUPPORT) Act. The SUPPORT Act changes to opioid prescribing policies, education
includes a variety of provisions impacting treat- guidance for K-12 schools, and liability protections
ment. It gave nurse practitioners and physicians for civilians who administer naloxone to someone
prescribing authority and allowed for the develop- who has overdosed (Rudder et al., 2016).
ment of new addiction recovery centers, especially

Additionally, the STEP Act recognized

in communities which have been hit hardest by the the important role that hospital emergency rooms
opioid epidemic (Garvin, 2018; National Council played in responding to survivors of non-fatal, opiof State Boards of Nursing, 2018).

oid overdoses. When originally introduced, this

Peer support is not a new concept on a legislation included an amendment calling for a
Bridgewater State University
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72-hour hold in which survivors of non-fatal opi- established a commission to recommend standards
oid overdoses could be held in the hospital against for developing a professional credential for peer
their will and forced to enter treatment involuntari- supports as a way to standardize their role in the
ly (Beletsky, Parmet, & Sarpatwari, 2016). The 72- treatment and recovery process (Cyr, 2018).
hour hold amendment was deeply contested and ul-

Since the implementation of these policies,

timately struck from the final legislation (Beletsky Massachusetts has seen a slight decline in rates of
et al., 2016). In its place, the legislation required opioid-overdose deaths. In 2016, the Commonthat a licensed mental health professional provide wealth reached a historic high of 31.6 overdose
a substance abuse evaluation within 24 hours after deaths per 100,000 people. Preliminary 2017 numa patient is admitted to the hospital for an opioid bers suggest those rates are down two percentage
overdose (Mass. Gen. Laws, Chapter 52 & Section points to 29.6 overdoses per 100,000 people (Mas32, 2016).

sachusetts Department of Public Health, 2018b).

In 2018, Massachusetts passed additional Massachusetts is a national leader in implementing
legislation to strengthen its response to the opioid effective legislative responses to the opioid epicrisis. The Combating Addiction, Accessing Treat- demic (Sanger-Katz, 2018). Continuing to invest
ment, Reducing Prescriptions, and Enhancing Pre- in alternative treatments that further reduce rates of
vention (CARE) Act improved access to treatment, opioid overdose is an important legislative priority.
expanded school-based education programs, and
broadened insurance coverage for alternative treat- Need for Further Legislative Action
ments (Cyr, 2018). The CARE Act also strength-

As research has shown, OUD can be effec-

ened emergency rooms’ responses to opioid over- tively treated with opioid-agonist treatments that
dose. Under the CARE Act, individuals admitted help relieve opioid cravings and improve functionfor an opioid overdose must be provided with the ing in everyday life (Canadian Agency for Drugs
option to begin treatment while in the hospital and Technologies in Health, 2016). However, for
(Cyr, 2018). This bill required all emergency de- these treatments to be effective, patients must compartments to have the capacity to begin voluntary plete them. Previous research has found that rates
opioid-agonist treatment if requested by the patient of relapse with opioid use is higher than any other
(Governor’s Press Office, 2018). The CARE Act substance (Kadam et al., 2017; Tkacz et al.,2012).
for the first time acknowledged the important role Research on treatment compliance and overdoses
of peer supports in the treatment process. The bill has found that OUD patients who are
14 • The Graduate Review • 2019
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non-compliant with treatment are ten times more 2014; U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, 2011).
likely to relapse than those who were compliant Peer supports are an evidence-based practice that
(Tkacz et al., 2012). Increased treatment compli- the VA is implementing department-wide. It is
ance leads to increased positive recovery outcomes described as a fundamental building block that is
for individuals with OUD. Peer supports (PS) are oriented towards all recovery services within the
a potentially promising response to support in- framework of mental health (MH) services and
creased treatment compliance (U.S. Department of multimodal treatment delivery. The objective is to
Veterans Affairs, 2011; Wakeman, Jack, Magidson, provide treatment modalities that meet the veter& Regan, 2018).

ans’ needs and improve the experience of treatment
for all veterans who utilize the services delivered

Peer Supports as a Solution

by Veterans Health Administration (U.S. Depart-

The Substance Abuse and Mental Health ment of Veterans Affairs, 2011).
Services Administration (SAMHSA) (2018) defined peer-support services as those administered Supporting Treatment Compliance
by individuals with a history of addiction and suc-

Peer supports have been linked to increased

cessful recovery. Peer supports are found in both treatment compliance for individuals with OUD.
mental health and substance abuse fields. They A study at Massachusetts General Hospital paired
may have a variety of job titles including recovery 643 patients who were admitted to the hospital for
coaches, recovery support specialists, whole health a substance use-related incident with a peer supand resiliency peer specialists, and certified peer port. The research found that patients with a peer
specialists (National Association of State Mental support were less likely to be readmitted to the hosHealth Program Directors, 2014). In this article, pital and more likely to utilize outpatient treatment
the term peer supports will be used.

facilities (Wakeman et al., 2018). Additionally,

Literature on peer supports agrees that the patients who voluntarily began buprenorphine for
ability to bring one’s lived experience to their work OUD were significantly more likely to be abstinent
with a client is a unique and important component in the 6 months following their hospital admittance
of the treatment and can help strengthen the ther- than patients who did not work with a peer supapeutic alliance. Additionally, research has found ports (Wakeman et al., 2018). This study offers
that peer supports can reduce incidents of relapse promising insight on the role that peer supports
and increase treatment completion rates (Reif et al., can play in supporting treatment compliance for
Bridgewater State University
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patients with substance-use disorders, especially between the peer support and consumer (U.S.
OUD. Connecting OUD patients to a peer support Department of Veterans Affairs, 2011).
may increase compliance with medication-assist-

Finally, the potential of relapse is an ad-

ed treatment, reduce rates of relapse, and reduce ditional concern that has been voiced. There is a
opioid-related overdose deaths (Governor’s Press need to ensure that identified peer supports have
Office, 2018; SAMHSA, 2018; U.S. Department of reached an assessed level in their process of recovVeteran’s Affairs, 2011).

ery that would allow them to assume the role of
providing support (Myrick & Vecchio, 2016; U.S.

Concerns About Utilizing Peer Supports

Department of Veterans Affairs, 2011).

Peer supports need a standard level of professionalism and a clear scope of practice. There
is concern that peer supports will replace clinical

Recommendations for Future Policy
As previously discussed, federal and state

workers without clinical training. For this reason, level policies have recently been passed to strength
peer supports need to be identified as unique mem- treatment options for individuals with OUD. As
bers of a treatment team but not as a replacement these policies are merely months old, these authors
for a clinician. In addition, organizations imple- cannot yet analyze the outcomes, impacts, and
menting peer supports need to develop policies that unintended consequences of this legislation. As
safeguard against peer supports being left to do less history has shown, policies have complex ramifidesirable or menial tasks (U.S. Department of Vet- cations on political, social, and economic systems.
erans Affairs, 2011).

It remains to be seen how recent legislation will

Concerns around dual relationships, or re- impact the opioid epidemic.
lationships between peers who are concurrently

Based on previously reviewed research,

participating in two or more roles, have emerged these authors have a series of recommendations for
in response to the use of peer supports in addiction how to continue to strengthen legislative outcomes
treatment. For example, in the VA, one example of and improve treatment for OUD. Emergency dedual roles may be both being veteran consumers. partments are at the frontlines of responding to
This dual relationship may be benign. Other dual opioid overdoses. Massachusetts’ new legislative
relationships may be exploitive, for instance a sex- guidelines mandate that hospitals begin voluntary
ual relationship. Care must be taken to inhibit dual opioid-agonist treatment if requested by a patient
relationships that violate the necessary boundaries before they leave the hospital (Governor’s Press
16 • The Graduate Review • 2019
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Office, 2018). Under this new legislation,

support role on a treatment team, develop a stan-

emergency departments must work with patients to dard set of performance measures, define their
connect them to appropriate outpatient resources in scope of practice, develop a core curriculum to
the community to continue their treatment upon re- ensure consistent training, as well as standardize
lease from the hospital.

pay scales and compensation (National Association

Peer supports have a critical role to play in of State Mental Health Program Directors, 2014).
ensuring treatment compliance for these individ- These authors recommend that, in addition to the
uals. These authors recommend that Massachu- credentialing commission, Massachusetts establish
setts add legislation that requires peer supports to a Peer Support Advisory Board, comprised of partbe assigned to any patient who accesses treatment ners from community agencies to make recommenthrough an emergency department following a dations and be involved in process improvements.
non-fatal overdose. A pilot program in two Rhode This advisory board would be established as a perIsland hospitals found increases in treatment com- manent structure within Massachusetts’ peer suppletion when patients worked with a peer support port system to ensure that those on the frontline of
following an emergency room visit (Samuels, Mel- treatment have a direct line to communicate and
lo, Baird, & Yang, 2018). This Rhode Island-based address process improvements. This would create
program- the Lifespan Opioid Overdose Preven- a concerted effort of governmental and communition (LOOP) program- partnered with a commu- ty agencies, working collaboratively to effectively
nity-based, peer recovery organization to provide implement peer supports to end the opioid epidemadditional addiction treatment support (Samuels et. ic.
al., 2018). These authors recommend that Massachusetts implement measures, like SAMHSA has
recommended, and that the VA has implemented

Final Thoughts
The prevalence of opioid misuse and addic-

agency-wide, to build out peer supports as posi- tion is rapidly increasing. In 2017, a record breaking
tions that are state-funded, trained, and supervised. 72,000 people died from opioid overdoses (NationThe CARE Act, passed in August, developed a al U.S. Library of Medicine, 2018). Studies have
commission to make recommendations for stan- shown higher rates of relapse for individuals seekdardizing the peer support specialist credentialing ing treatment for opioid addiction than other subprocess (Governor’s Press Office, 2018). A cre- stance-use disorders. Finding effective solutions
dentialing process will help to clarify the peer
Bridgewater State University

to support the continued recovery and treatment
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compliance of individuals struggling with opioid

vard.edu/2016/02/12/expanding-coercive-treat-

addiction is of the utmost importance (Kadam et

ment-is-thewrong-solution-for-the-opioid-cri-

al., 2017). Mental health agencies are increasingly

sis/

utilizing peer support specialists to support recovery and treatment compliance for individuals with Canadian Agency for Drugs and Technologies in
substance misuse. Literature on peer-support spe-

Health. (2016). Buprenorphine/naloxone versus

cialists agree that the ability to bring one’s lived ex-

methadone for the treatment of opioid depen-

perience to their work with a client is a unique and

dence: A Review of comparative clinical effec-

important component of the treatment and can help

tiveness, cost-effectiveness and guidelines [In-

strengthen the therapeutic alliance. Additionally,

ternet]. Available from: https://www.ncbi.nlm.

research has found that peer-support specialists can

nih.gov/books/NBK385163 Canadian Agency

reduce incidents of relapse and increase treatment

for Drugs and Technologies in Health (2016).

completion rates (Reif, et al., 2014). These authors
argue that expanded use of peer support specialists Chinman, M., Shoai, R., & Cohen, A. N. (2010)
amongst individuals suffering from opioid addic-

Using organizational change strategies to guide

tion is an answer to continued treatment and recov-

peer support technician implementation in the

ery.
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O Mother, Where
Art Thou?:
Cummins,
Warner, and the
“New Domestic”
CHELSEA E. HARPER

M

of The Wide, Wide World, meet their full potential
(marriage, career, piety) without the instruction of
a mother, nor a consistent model of “true womanhood.” As Sara Lindey writes, “the unruly [sentimental] heroine becomes the model lady if not the
proto-New Woman” (6) under the guidance of surrogate parental figures, rather than making herself
in the image of her mother. The Lamplighter, along
with The Wide, Wide World, fractures and complicates the ideal of the maternal domestic interior to
rebuild it, positing that true domestic bliss cannot
be achieved in isolation, but rather, with education

others in 19th-century women’s writ- and engagement in the community.
Scholarship regarding nineteenth-century
ing seem to be mysteriously absent.

Apart from shared characteristics like women’s fiction has experienced a renaissance in
sentimental style and bildungsroman plot struc- recent decades, after nearly a century of critical netures, a commonality amongst women’s literature glect. The commercial aims of women writers of
of the period is the literal or figurative orphaned the era clashed with the romantic artistic idealism
state of the protagonist. This trope of the absentee of their contemporary male writers, who accordmother in literature, presented alongside the bur- ingly maligned them as a “scribbling” mob. Furgeoning Cult of True Womanhood in society, which ther, the evangelism and supposed triviality of the

placed vital importance on female instruction by subject matter of the domestic novel long precludthe mother inside the home, exposes the limitations ed such women’s writing from the canon. Much of
of such a model. As Chantell writes, “The refusal the scholarship in the last thirty years focuses priof domestic fictions like The Wide, Wide World and marily on depictions of girlhood and family within

The Lamplighter to fix responsibility for female ed- these forgotten works, as scholars seek to negotiate
ucation in “the mother at home” suggests serious the relationship between literature and 19th- cenambivalence about the developing cult of moth- tury mores. Marilyn Francus, on domesticity and
erhood” (149). Gerty Flint, protagonist of Cum- motherhood in earlier British fiction, writes, “Eighmins’s The Lamplighter, and Ellen Montgomery teenth-century British society insisted upon
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domesticity as the most appropriate venue for the

Nineteenth-century women’s writing, like

fulfillment of a woman’s duties to God, society, and The Lamplighter, nods to these earlier established
herself” (1). Further, “Works of fiction reinforced tropes but provides a more holistic solution for
the gender codes of the period, valorizing women what it portrays as a limiting flaw in the established
who embodied the characteristics of the domestic middle-class order. As Chantell writes about The
woman and demonizing those who did not” (Fran- Wide, Wide World, “It is only when [protagonist]
cus 1). Despite where a woman’s day-to-day class Ellen leaves the shelter of her mother’s parlor that
realities might place her in the matrix of femininity, her voracious intellectual curiosity emerges and
she was “expected to adhere to the gender profile can be satisfied” (136). Weinstein, writing about
exemplified by the domestic code: modest, chaste, the sentimental “genre’s profound awareness of
pious, compassionate, and virtuous” (Francus 2). the relative fragility of the biological family” (4)
Francus then addresses the trope of the motherless complicates critical misreadings of these once
protagonist, which she traces back through Rich- immensely popular texts. However, Weinstein, in
ardson and Austen, among others. These narratives, contrast with Chantell’s earlier article, asserts that
which Francus refers to as “one maternal vanishing the action of women’s fiction “take[s] place in the
act after another” (8), display an initial perverted everyday world of the home” and that it is entirely
domestic, erasing the very real role that mothers driven by “family and feelings” (8). Chantell replay in society and preventing a thorough examina- sists this conclusion, noting that, “In demonstrattion of the experience of mothering in the era. Oth- ing the compatibility of rationality with more tradier critics have observed that the biological mothers tional ‘womanly’ ideas, these texts silently emend
of sentimental protagonists usually die at a young the deficiencies of the sentimental model” (149).
age in domestic fiction—an educational text, like Weinstein does concede that,
the Bible serves as a replacement (Chantell 149).

[N]ot all sentimental fictions unself-con-

To that point, Chantell claims that these novels as-

sciously reproduce the formulaic requirements

sert, “living mothers…are limited mothers” (139).

(the child suffers the loss of her parents and is

Alison Hale writes, specifically of Cummins’s The

recompensed at the novel’s end by getting a

Lamplighter, that its pages are “notable for their

spouse), but rather that they have the capacity to

fascination with fathers, as well as the absence

interrogate their generic formulations. (7)

or incapacity of the mothers who appear therein” Although the two critics disagree on the role of the
(210).
Bridgewater State University

domestic interior space in sentimental fiction, both
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see the ways in which women writers challenge el, then, they “created analogies between domestic
the sentimental model and its prescriptive views of skills and public work that would allow them to
femininity and duty.
Both The Lamplighter and The Wide, Wide

sweep their way into the public sphere” (18).
The importance of entry into the public

World are deeply evangelical texts— the central sphere is explicit in the text of The Lamplighter and
guiding force that leads protagonists Gertrude and The Wide, Wide World. Nan Grant, Gerty Flint’s
Ellen to maturity is their complete faith in and de facto guardian and tenement landlady insists,
submission to God. Significantly, as Giffen and “She’s no child of mine…She’s the city’s properCadwallader note, evangelical Christianity was ty—let ‘em look out for her” (Cummins 12). Ellen
one of few avenues by which nineteenth-century Montgomery, upon arriving at her Aunt Fortune’s
women might move beyond the domestic sphere house after being separated from her beloved mamand into a larger community outside of the home ma, laments, “She did not kiss me! She didn’t say
(5). Religious piety, which may appear to the con- she was glad to see me!” (Warner 101). In both
temporary reader as submissive and disempower- instances, the protagonists are torn from their biing to women, figures in these novels as a source ological parents (by death or illness) and rejected
of female agency, furthering this essay’s assertion by their caretakers. They are, effectively, expelled
that community is essential to the creation of a do- from the home, which should have been a location
mestic ideal. As Hale writes, “Feminine spiritual of domestic serenity, into the community, which
authority, in particular, was wielded both collec- becomes collectively responsible for each.
tively and, increasingly, individually in the wake

Numerous people outside of each girl’s

of the Second Great Awakening as personal piety birth family become surrogate mother and father
and conscience increasingly eclipsed and displaced figures throughout the texts; in fact, each girl’s livsubmission to any particular orthodoxy or practice” ing situation changes dramatically every few years.
(208). Stacy Alaimo’s book Exposed: Environmen- Weinstein’s essay, “A Sort of Adopted Daughter,”
tal Politics and Pleasures in Posthuman Times, discusses the tenuous status of Lamplighter protagnods to Nina Baym’s work to support this claim: onist Gerty’s guardianship and the dearth of ante“Nineteenth-century American women writers bellum legislation regarding adoption. Gerty and
who wrote ‘domestic fictions’…imagined the val- Ellen both experience simultaneous affection for
ues and ideals of the domestic as a source of moral multiple configurations of adopted “families,” deuplift for the wider culture (18). Using this mod- spite ownership claims by certain benefactors (Mr.
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Graham and Mr. Lindsay, respectively). In these intimate, enclosed; for Cummins, interaction with
novels,

the exterior is essential for the creation of a serene,

Freely given love, rather than blood, [is] the ideal interior.
invincible tie that binds together individuals as a

Gerty Flint (or Amory?) goes about her day-

family, thereby loosening the hold that consan- to-day life with independence uncharacteristic of
guinity has both as a mechanism for structuring women in fiction of the era, much less children or
the family and for organizing the feelings of adolescent women. Upon moving in with the Grapeople in it. (Weinstein 9)

ham family, Gerty receives a letter from beloved

Gerty’s boundless capacity for love and loyalty neighbor, Mrs. Sullivan, summoning her to Bosand Ellen’s eventual ability to love that which is ton. Her benefactress, Emily Graham, is concerned
outside of her mother’s parlor suggest a universal about sending her to the city alone, but housekeepChristian model of love and brotherhood that the er Mrs. Ellis supports Gerty’s assertion that she can
authors put forth as an antidote to the isolation and make the journey alone:
disempowerment of the “separate spheres” model.
However, literature of the period does not
monolithically espouse the belief that woman
should enter the public sphere. Where The Lamp-

“I don’t think it’s safe for her to go alone in
the coach,” said Emily.
“Safe! —What, for that great girl!” exclaimed Mrs. Ellis…

lighter and The Wide, Wide World diverge is in how

“Do you think it is?” inquired Emily. “She

their heroines interact with interior and exterior

seems a child to me, to be sure; but, as you say,

space. Though Ellen finds community external to

she is almost grown up, and I daresay is capable

her biological family, this intellectual and spiritual

of taking care of herself. Gertrude, are you sure

exploration occurs indoors. Gerty, however, moves

you know the way from the omnibus-office in

freely throughout external spaces, urban and rural,

Boston to Mrs. Sullivan’s?”

exemplifying the sort of “New Woman” who can
transmit her virtue from the domestic into the public. Cummins’s novel places great importance on

“Perfectly well, Miss Emily.” (Cummins
111)
Although it is later revealed that Mrs. El-

individual agency and autonomy for women inside lis has ulterior motives for wanting Gerty out of
and outside of the home, whereas Warner’s suggests the house, it still bears notice that, with little enthat a woman’s autonomy and purpose remains in couragement, all of the adults in twelve-year-old
the domestic interior. For Warner, community is Gerty’s life place great faith in her ability to travel
Bridgewater State University
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on her own. She, unlike Ellen of The Wide, Wide heroines must gain faith and education outside of
World, is neither sheltered indoors nor helpless to the womb of the domestic sphere, or at least, in an
move alone. In a similar instance to the solo om- approximation of it. In The Lamplighter, Gerty’s
nibus ride in The Lamplighter, Ellen of The Wide, benefactress Emily Graham and neighbor Willie
Wide World, at one point, must ride a horse with- Sullivan nurture her education, recognizing her
out accompaniment and faces danger at the hands aptitude for learning almost immediately. Providof a Mr. Saunders (Warner 396). Saunders detains ed with materials by Emily and encouragement by
Ellen and provokes her horse, Brownie, threaten- Willie, Gerty excels, prompting the narrator to say,
ing her safety. Luckily, in a sweeping gesture, John “Awaken a child’s ambition, and implant in her
Humphreys, Ellen’s adoptive brother and future a taste for literature, and more is gained than by
spouse, comes to her rescue, saving helpless El- years of school-room drudgery, where the heart
len from Saunders’s snare (400). The incident with works not in unison with the head” (71). An essenSaunders is Ellen’s retribution for having gone into tial aspect of Gerty’s development is her religious
exterior space without a chaperone; John sternly education, which begins when Gerty’s first adopadmonishes her, saying “Ellen, you must ride no tive father, Trueman Flint, gifts her a figurine in the
more alone.—Promise me that you will not” (401). posture of prayer (31). Gerty doesn’t recognize the
Motherless Ellen must still adhere to patriarchal activity, prompting Willie to ask,
standards regarding her enclosure in the domes-

“Don’t you ever pray, —pray to God?”

tic sphere; Gerty, who belongs to everybody and

“No, I don’t. —Who is God? Where is

nobody, has more freedom to perform subversive

God?”

activities like “going outside” or “earning an in-

Willie looked inexpressibly shocked at

come.” Ellen’s intellectual curiosity is nurtured but

Gerty’s ignorance, and answered, reverently,

contained indoors, relegated to the subjects that

“God is in heaven, Gerty.”

please her benefactors; Gerty’s development is enriched, rather than threatened by her experiences in
the outside world.

“I don’t know where that is,” said Gerty. “I
believe I don’t know nothin’ about it.” (32)
Gerty’s transformation from ignorance to an

As previously stated, both Gerty and Ellen angelic state of goodness (“I shall be an angel…I
come to maturity by way of a series of surrogate pa- will try to be perfect” [110]) occurs without the
rental figures and family structures. Separated from aid or guidance of either biological parent—it is
their mothers by illness and death, the sentimental implicit in the text, in fact, that transformation is
28 • The Graduate Review • 2019
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necessary for Gerty’s eventual reunion with her fa- ues of the “new” domestic, as imagined by Warner
ther. It is Gerty’s love for her adoptive families, and and Cummins; the impetus for self-improvement
with it, her piety, that soothes her feral anger and should always be faith in and submission to God
“domesticates” her, making her fit to create and ex- above even family. Upon her separation from her
ist within a new type of domestic space.

mother, Ellen claims that she “[does] not love the

Though The Wide, Wide World’s Ellen Mont- Saviour” (70). When pressed by a gentleman she
gomery receives some education in the home from meets on the boat voyage to her first surrogate parher mother, the narrative critiques the women’s too- ent, she explains her reason for this bold claim:
close bond, facilitated by their extreme isolation,

“Do you not love him, Ellen?”

as somewhat heretical. Ellen’s mother stresses the

“I am afraid not, sir.”

importance of religious faith, but, inadvertently or

“Why are you afraid not? What makes you

not, prioritizes Ellen’s love of her mother over her

think so?”

love of God. For instance, when Mrs. Montgomery

“Mamma said I could not love him at all if

prepares to leave Ellen at the start of the novel, she

I did not love him best; and, oh, sir,” said Ellen

purchases a Bible for her, but also a writing desk,

weeping, “I do love mamma a great deal bet-

with which she provides the following instructive:

ter.” (70)

“I wish you to be always neat, and tidy, and

Mrs. Montgomery’s religious teaching fails Ellen;

industrious; depending upon others as little as

their separation is essential for Ellen’s develop-

possible; and careful to improve yourself by ev-

ment and her eventual full embrace of the Chris-

ery means, and especially by writing to me. I will

tian god.

leave you no excuse, Ellen, for failing in any of

The religious education that meaningfully

these duties. I trust you will not disappoint me in

impacts Ellen begins upon meeting Alice Hum-

a single particular.” (32)

phreys. During their first encounter, Ellen says,

Though the virtues Mrs. Montgomery espouses to her child are admirable, it is worth noting that she specifies that Ellen might improve
herself “especially by writing to [her mother],”
and that the consequence for not doing so would
be her mother’s disappointment. The values of sentimental motherhood, here, misalign with the valBridgewater State University

“Nobody in this world can help me,” she
said.
“Then there’s one in heaven that can,” said
[Alice] steadily.
“Nothing is too bad for him to mend. Have
you asked his help, Ellen?” (150)
Alice then, along with her brother, John,
The Graduate Review • 2019 • 29

adopts Ellen as a little sibling and provides her deed incur Mr. Graham’s wrath, her loyalty to her
with an education and religious guidance. When friends gives her the strength to calmly hold her
Ellen accidentally overhears, through gossip, that ground. Conversely, when Ellen’s Scottish relher mother has died (345), she falls into a depres- atives, the Lindsays, whom the narrator refers to
sion that she eventually overcomes through Alice’s as the “ruler[s] of her destiny” (503), endeavor to
care and an engagement with her Bible (347). In “do with her and make of her precisely what they
a conversation with John, Ellen radically changes pleased, without the smallest regard to her fancy”
her earlier position:

(504), Ellen, unlike Gerty, has no recourse to object

“Do you love Christ, Ellen?” She nodded, or leave, besides marriage to John Humphreys. In
weeping afresh.

one instance, Mr. Lindsay manipulates Ellen into

“Do you love him less since he has brought drinking wine, which she had never imbibed beyou into this great sorrow?”
“No,” sobbed Ellen; — “more.” (349)

fore, calling her “[his] own child—[his] own little
daughter” (518). When he leaves the room, Ellen

When Alice falls ill and dies, Ellen’s piety reflects on the deviant act:
is again tested; Alice implores her to trust in God

“I have done it now!” thought Ellen, as she

rather than grieve. She says, “Let us never doubt

sat in the corner of the sofa where Mr. Lindsay

his love, dear Ellie, and surely then we can bear

had tenderly placed her; — “I have called him

whatever that love may bring upon us” (428).

my father—I am bound to obey him after this. I

Despite the educational and spiritual opportunities afforded them by their surrogate families,
Gerty’s and Ellen’s “adoptions” are not without

wonder what in the world they will make me do
next.” (519)
This scene exemplifies the tenuous legality

occasional difficulties and domineering patriarchal of adoption as discussed by Cindy Weinstein. Ellen
figures. In The Lamplighter, Gerty’s sense of duty only refers to Lindsay as “father” at his request,
is tested when Mrs. Sullivan falls ill; she must con- because she does not feel she has the right to refront Mr. Graham and defy his wishes in order to fuse him. Later, Ellen refers to herself as “Ellen
care for her, challenging his authority. She says, “I Lindsay,” despite there having been no discussion
will never be such a traitor to my own heart, and of legally changing her surname. The Lamplightmy sense of right; sorry as I shall be to offend Mr. er’s Gerty has the freedom to leave the Grahams on
Graham, I must not allow fear of his anger to turn her own—The Wide, Wide World’s Ellen must wait
me from my duty” (144). Though Gerty does in- until John Humphreys appears to whisk her away
30 • The Graduate Review • 2019
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from the “paternal” home to the marital home.
Though both The Lamplighter and The
Wide, Wide World end in the traditional sentimental

in The Wide, Wide World and The Lamplighter.”
Studies in American Fiction, vol. 30, no. 2, Autumn 2002, pp. 131-153.

formulation (marriage to a childhood friend), they
offer subversive renderings of a new domestic— Francus, Marilyn. Monstrous Motherhood:
one in which women are empowered, to varying

Eighteenth-Century Culture and the Ideology of

degrees, by their love, unwavering religious faith

Domesticity. Johns Hopkins UP, 2012.

and intellects. Neither girl can rely on sentimental motherhood to spiritually and morally guide Giffen, Allison and Robin L. Cadwallader, editors.
their development. It is an active engagement with

Saving the World: Girlhood and Evangelicalism

a vast network of tenuous adoptive “relatives”

in Nineteenth-Century Literature. Routledge,

who encourage education and religion that allows

2018.

each heroine to carve out an alternate version of
the domestic sphere, one that rejects the isolation- Hale, Alison Tracy. “Heavenly Fathers:
ist tendencies of the prior model and places a high

Patriarchy, Paternity, and Affiliation in The

importance upon communal, universal Christian

Lamplighter.” Saving the World: Girlhood and

values and the heroines’ ability to transmit them

Evangelicalism in Nineteenth-Century Litera-

widely. Though the two novels are not monolith-

ture. Routledge, 2018.

ic in the ideals of domesticity they advocate, they
each challenge the status quo by emphasizing the Lindey, Sara. “Sentimental and Redemptive
immense importance of the sentimental heroine’s

Girlhood in the Abolitionist Adaptation of Ma-

thorough education and social experiences within

ria Susanna Cummins’s The Lamplighter.” Chil-

and outside of the home.

dren’s Literature Association Quarterly, vol. 43,
no. 1, Spring 2018, pp. 4-27.
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diverse (CLD) students, there seems to be a current of discontent about the lack of tools available
nationwide to address the complex needs of this
heterogeneous group of children. This is a complicated topic that has far-reaching implications
for the students, and the many educators who are
frustrated about the lack of research, training, and
funding necessary for them to meet the needs of
CLD learners. While seeking potential solutions
for improving the experiences of these students
and educators, I reviewed research that addresses
assessment practices, placement trends, and professional development opportunities for educators
with current considerations for appropriate placement of these students.
The population of CLD students continues to increase in the U.S. public school system,
especially in regions where immigrants have not
historically been represented. Between 1997 and
2009, the number of CLD students enrolled in U.S.
public schools increased by 51% (National Clearinghouse for Language Acquisition, 2011). Many
school districts are typically ill-equipped to address
the various needs of these children. Estimates predict that by the year 2030, approximately 40 per-

Introduction
Statement of the Problem

T

hrough research and collaborations with educators who serve culturally and linguistically

Bridgewater State University

cent of students in the U.S. will be from homes
where English is not the first language (Office of
Special Education Programs, 2007). An examination of publications is presented below to explore
the unique challenges concerning this evolution in
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education with potential solutions.

relevant content-based instruction for the entire
class (Burstein et al., 2014).

Literature Review

When schools or districts receive federal

There are several factors that contribute to funds, such as Title I funds because of the nummainstream classroom teachers’ increased need for ber of economically disadvantaged students, they
meaningful professional development (PD) that must meet Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) in orleads to successful outcomes with culturally and der to maintain these federal funds. Meeting AYP
linguistically diverse (CLD) students. These ed- means schools must have proficient scores by state
ucators encounter challenges that are compounded standards in reading and math and in all subgroup
by their inadequate training in addressing the needs populations, which includes White, African Amerof this diverse student population. The following ican, Hispanic, Asian, Native, economically disadreview of the literature will explore teacher prepa- vantaged, limited English proficient, and special
ration, assessment challenges, delivery of PD, and education students (Title I of the Elementary and
teacher engagement.

Secondary Education Act of 1965, 2015). O’Donnell and Miller (2011) propose that the U.S. De-

Educator Preparation

partment of Education should provide training op-

Preparing educators to work with CLD stu- portunities at the local level so that districts could
dents remains an overlooked element in curriculum meet their responsibilities by providing inservices
as research indicates that only 1 in 5 traditional or make funds available so that teachers may attend
teacher preparation programs require at least one trainings to learn how to assess CLD students. Becourse that is entirely focused on this population fore teachers can become effective advocates for
(Kim, Erekson, Bunten, & Hinchey, 2014). As the CLD students, schools and districts need to provide
trend in mainstreaming CLD students into gener- adequate PD for educators before they can be held
al education classrooms continues, many of these accountable for the students’ academic success.
students have below grade level literacy skills. Al- Often the focus is on what teachers do in the classthough students may be receiving supplemental room instead of what they think about what they do
language support, it remains the classroom teach- in the classroom. Beliefs and dispositions matter
er’s responsibility to accommodate the diverse (Kim et al., 2014).
needs of these students, often without prior training

Some of the most common recommenda-

in how to adapt the curriculum while maintaining tions for effective pedagogical strategies when
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working with these students includes strengthening there still seems to be a lack of clear policies, prorelationships with other CLD students, their non- cedures, and practices for early intervention, referCLD peers, and faculty. This is born out of valuing ral, assessment, and eligibility determinations for
multiculturism, the need for first language support, CLD students at the district level. Supports like
and elements of the Sheltered Instruction Observa- bilingual programs and personnel are necessary
tion Protocol (SIOP) for all educators who work but not sufficient when distinguishing disability
with this population (Friend, Most, & McCrary, from linguistic and cultural difference (Liu, Ortiz,
2009). Another assessment tool that is used inter- Wilkenson, Robertson, & Kushner, 2008).
nationally to devise appropriate instructional strat-

Early childhood teachers and those who sup-

egies and to reduce teacher variability is the World- port them need training on CLD learners and their
Class Instructional Design and Assessment English reading development in the context of the screenLanguage Development Standards (WIDA). One ing process, focusing on effective instruction outof the main sources of teacher variability in student comes. Research has found that CLD students are
assessments occurs when levels of English profi- underrepresented in special education (SPED) prociency are misunderstood. WIDA provides educa- grams in kindergarten-grade 2, which is when they
tors with “can-do descriptors” that clearly indicate could be receiving valuable language supports and
levels of students’ language acquisition and signal developing vital phonemic and vocabulary awarewhen they are ready to accept more cognitively ness. Once CLD students reach grade 3, they are
challenging tasks (Kim et al., 2014).

overrepresented in SPED programs, yet this is too
late to access the language acquisition abilities that

Assessment

are developing in the earlier years. Therefore, early

Through PD, equitable programming can be interventions and assessments can be instrumental
instituted, and considerations of the broad sociocul- in early language development. It is suggested that
tural contexts of CLD students may be embraced. underdeveloped language skills are reliable preProviding training in prereferral teams, interven- dictors of later difficulties and are compounded by
tion programs, and bilingual and non-verbal testing the misconception that skills will develop in conmaterials can improve assessment outcomes and cert with increased English proficiency in the abprovide educators with the tools to best serve these sence of targeted interventions (Samson & Lesaux,
students (Guzman & Fernandez, 2014). Although 2009).
there have been accommodations for CLD students,
Bridgewater State University
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Delivery of Professional Development

school and district leadership, and personal com-

There are complex factors that contribute to mitment, which are all essential ingredients for efthe creation and delivery of effective PD content for fective school-based PD (Kim et al., 2014).
educators of CLD students. While there are moves

The majority of mainstream classroom

to incorporate training for these educators, several teachers are English, monolingual speakers. Rechallenges remain. Often PD tends to be “strate- search supports that CLD students tend to make
gy-focused” and enables conceptualization or im- significant gains in their language and literacy deplementation methods that address the challenges velopment when educators understand the stages
of promoting equitable and rigorous classroom and process of second language acquisition. It is
practices. Considerations of high-stakes testing and important that teachers make informed decisions
accountability with constraints on how teachers are regarding instructional practices and support the
required to spend their instructional time can be student’s growth by providing environments where
barriers to comprehensive and self-sustaining PD the student’s social, cultural, and intellectual assets
(Buxton, Lee, & Santau, 2008).

are utilized (Iddings, Rose, & Christopher, 2012).

Throughout this research, there has been a In addition to PD in language development, it is
continual thread that consistently weaves its way important for educators to know how culture inthrough the literature. This is the observation that fluences the classroom environment, and how sothere is inadequate PD and training to perform cietal issues can impact policy and institutional
appropriate assessments of CLD students. It is programs, which can then help them to request apimportant to make considerations for develop- propriate training and provide them with the tools
ing school-based PD and recognize that time is a to integrate the families of CLD students into their
teacher’s most valuable asset, and they will likely children’s education (Newman, Samimy, & Romstbe motivated to participate in PD when it occurs edt, 2010).
during the school day. This PD can include demonstration lessons, observations, coaching, and col- Educator Engagement
laboration. It is essential to provide teachers with

While educators find the population of CLD

information that is practical, relevant, and based on students continuing to increase nationwide, there
CLD topics from which teachers may choose, as are ingrained challenges that reside within some
well as a supportive working environment that pro- teachers’ attitudes towards making accommodamotes positive collegiality, encouragement from tions for this diverse population. A few of these
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include the time-intensive challenge of address- collaboration. (Kim et al., 2014).
ing both content and language acquisition skills,

District and school leaders can assist in their

beliefs surrounding diversity, the promotion of schools’ adoption of authentic assessments through
culturally relevant instructional materials that rec- supporting the technical changes by aiding staff as
ognize diverse perspectives within the framework they create solutions to problems using prior knowlof standards-based instruction, and the belief that edge and facilitate adaptive changes as the faculty
CLD students must simply assimilate to the domi- learns how to do their work in new ways and evolve
nant language and culture. Finally, some educators their beliefs, values, and expectations to fit into
may disregard the integral role that the continued the new paradigm. Most importantly, principals
development of each student’s first language plays can help faculty to manage the time and resources
in continued academic achievement (Buxton et al., needed to sustainably implement plans, especially
2008).

when they direct PD in the form of coaching and
There are several factors that contribute to modeling the programs implementation (Mellard,

an educator’s engagement in CLD development Prewett, & Deshler, 2012). Research indicates a
programs according to research from Ohio State positive correlation between an educator’s sense of
University. First and foremost is recognizing the self-efficacy and participation through PD that fotime constraints teachers encounter in their daily cuses on CLD instruction. This finding illustrates
practice and respecting this component when mak- that improving CLD student outcomes and reducing plans for development programs. Teachers ing overall academic challenges are directly related
must feel that the training has practical applications to developing effective teaching practices through
and need to be provided with choices regarding the continued PD (Ross, 2014).
specific topics in which they participate, as they
Method

know what will be immediately applicable to their
individual classrooms. Meaningful collaboration Procedure
and positive perceptions of fellow faculty play a

Based on the literature review, a cross-sec-

vital role in nurturing long-term commitments to tional, web-based questionnaire-style survey was
accommodating practices for CLD learners. Fos- developed and distributed on Survey Monkey to
tering teacher commitment lies in administrative K-12 teachers. This platform was chosen due to
support, both financially and in promoting school- ease of use, and the limited time available to conbased programs that facilitate active practice and duct the survey. The survey was piloted with
Bridgewater State University
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several individuals who perform health and educa- two denied the request, and two agreed to host the
tional research with no issues to report. An email questions through their platforms.
(Appendix A) was composed that addressed the

The questions were presented in two for-

purpose of the survey and requested that the educa- mats. A Google Form (Appendix D) was created,
tors please share the survey with their colleagues. and the link was shared through a Twitter post from
Embedded within the survey was the web link to Tan Huynh, who hosts a blog that is internationalassure anonymity for the respondents.

ly popular with CLD professionals. This request

The 20-question survey (Appendix B) was for information yielded 40 short answer responses
initially emailed to 15 teachers who the research- over the span of one week.
er knew. It was also shared with the researcher’s

The second format was a blog (Appendix E)

fellow education graduate students at Bridgewater created by the researcher, where the questions were
State University. The sample for this study repre- listed in a longer format within the post (https://
sented a sample of convenience. The survey was pdforcld.blogspot.com/). The link to this blog was
comprised of multiple choice, short answer, and shared through an email and Twitter post by Sarah
Likert scale questions, with an option for partici- Ottow, of Confianza, who offers PD and curricupants to share their email for a link to a resulting lum development strategies for educators working
resource guide. This was an exploratory survey. with CLD students. There were no responses colThe results were collected over a four-week period. lected through this format.
There were 95 total respondents with an average of
88% completion rate within 5 minutes.
Considering the survey responses and the

Participants
The participants in the survey were anon-

conceptual framework of this research, three ques- ymous and were presumed to be K-12 teachers.
tions were formatted for professionals who work Their attributes will be discussed in the results porwith CLD students to seek specific recommen- tion of the paper. Initially, 15 teachers and fellow
dations for areas of PD that the survey indicated education graduate students at Bridgewater State
needed the most attention. Exhaustive web-based University were sent email requests to participate
research was conducted to identify potential col- in the survey by the researcher over a two-day pelaborators within the CLD education community. riod. The educators who received the emails were
Fifteen requests for collaboration (Appendix C) asked to share the email and link with their colwere sent via email. Eleven sites did not respond, leagues, with the goal of collecting the maximum
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number of responses and data. Although some par- Results of the Survey
ticipants chose to share their email address at the

The following results were gathered from

end of the survey in order to receive the link to the 95 respondents through the administration of a
resulting resource materials that were developed web-based questionnaire through Survey Monkey
through this research, the survey was anonymous over the span of 4 weeks.
in its design.
The respondents to the resulting question- Participant Demographic Data
naire were also anonymous and assumed to be pro-

Table 1 represents the survey participant

fessionals in the CLD field of education. There are data regarding number of years teaching; the grade
4,095 followers on the platform page of which 40 level the participants teach; the subjects taught by
responded to the three-question inquiry that was the participants; and the languages, including just
linked through a Twitter post. There were no dis- English, spoken by the participants. These data
tinguishing identifiers for the respondents within suggest that many educators are unable to provide
a multilingual environment for their students. Re-

the questionnaire.

search indicates that all educators need ample exResults

posure to PD as the population of CLD students

Instruments

increases in schools. Monolingual educators and

The data collection instruments included their students will be better served with enhanced
Survey Monkey, Google Form, and Blogger with PD in the stages of second language acquisition
(Iddings et al., 2012).

all content created by the researcher.
Table 1

Participant Demographic Data
Number of Years Teaching
0-3 Years: 16%
4-6 Years: 22%
7-10 Years: 13%
11-15 Years: 18%
15+ Years: 31%

Bridgewater State University

Grade Level Participants Taught
Grades 1-3:
28%
Grades 4-8:
32%
Grades 9-12:
28%
Post-Secondary: 7%
No Response:
5%

Subject (s) Taught by Participants
General Education: 25%
ELA/Social Studies: 27%
Math/Science:
11%
Creative Arts:
15%
Other:
22%

Languages Spoken by Participants
English Only: 33
Spanish:
18
French:
07
Portuguese:
02
German:
02
Hebrew:
01
Japanese:
01
Khmer:
01
Punjabi:
01
Thai:
01
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Table 2
Participants’ Student Data
Percentage of CLD Students in Class
0 Students:
6%
1-5 Students:
46%
6-10 Students: 14%
11-15 Students: 12%
15+ Students: 22%

Language Acquisition Levels of Students
Emerging (Limited Vocabulary): 49% of Class
Beginning:
60% of Class
Developing (Intermediate):
71% of Class
Expanding:
69% of Class
Bridging (Advanced):
69% of Class

Participants’ Student Data

Top Five Languages Served in Class
Spanish:
52 Students
Portuguese:
43 Students
Chinese:
11 Students
Haitian Creole: 8 Students
Arabic:
6 Students

Department of Education, National Center for Ed-

The survey participants’ student data repre- ucation Statistics, 2015). These language level
sent a satisfactory number of respondents who serve descriptors are used by WIDA and are considered
CLD students in their classrooms. These educators a standard designation for distinguishing English
indicated an expected average distribution of this skill levels internationally (Kim, et al., 2014).
population based on the research of the amount of
CLD students enrolled in schools. However, these Participants School Information
data indicate a significant over representation of

The survey participant school region data

Portuguese-speaking students compared to the na- is not representative of the distribution of CLD
tional average. Portuguese is not included in the students across population centers. Research intop ten home languages of CLD students in public dicates that current trends in CLD student concenschools nationwide. This suggests that many of the trations are primarily in urban centers, although the
respondents may be from southeastern Massachu- populations of CLD students have been increasing
setts, where there is a large Brazilian immigrant in rural and suburban areas (U.S. Department of
population who speak Portuguese (U.S.

Education, National Center for Education
Table 3

Participants’ School Information
School Region
Urban:
31%
Suburban: 37%
Rural:
37%
Virtual:
1%

Language Programming
Push-In: 6%
Pull-Out: 22%
Both:
56%
Neither: 16%
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Hours Per Week Spent with CLD
Students
0-4.5 Hours: 47 Hours
5-15 Hours:
9 Hours
20-40 Hours: 15 Hours

Adequate Access to Interpreters
Not At All:
Somewhat:
Moderately:
Very:

23%
29%
16%
32%

Bridgewater State University

Statistics, Common Core of Data [CCD] (2017). the school and the families of CLD students, it is
The data representing language programming indi- often detrimental for the ultimate student outcome
cate that the majority of the CLD students within the (Newman et al., 2010). These data reveal a lack
respondents’ classes have access to specialized lan- of dedicated interpreters within the participants’
guage services, while 13 participants indicated that school districts.
there were no targeted language services for their
students. Research suggests that even with these Participants CLD Awareness
services, educators require specific PD to provide

This survey section examined the partic-

content instruction for their CLD students. Upon ipants’ CLD awareness. The data from Table 5
correlating the data of the number of CLD students indicate the lack of assessment training many of
in each participant’s class, only 6 participants indi- the respondents reported regarding ability to discated they did not serve any CLD students, while tinguish between language acquisition, cognitive,
25 respondents reported spending zero hours per and/or behavioral challenges (Liu et al., 2008).
week with CLD students. The data indicate that 19 The data in Table 4 indicate that only 6% of the
teachers have CLD students in their class but do respondents are very familiar with Adequate Yearly
not spend exclusive instruction time with these stu- Progress, (AYP). This suggests that many of the
dents. For the educators who indicated that they are teachers may not be working within Title I schools
working full time with CLD students, they may be or may be working in Title I schools yet are not
CLD specific language teachers, or they may have familiar with the standards for compliance with
only CLD students within their general education AYP, or may not be familiar with the phrasing of
or content classes. Research shows that when there this measurement for student achievement (Title I
is not a dependable line of communication between of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of
Table 4
Participants’ CLD Awareness

Ability to Distinguish Challenges
Not at All:
Somewhat:
Moderately:
Very:

4%
48%
22%
26%

Bridgewater State University

Familiarity with Adequate Yearly Progress
(AYP) Standards
31%
Not at All:
39%
Somewhat:
24%
Moderately:
6%
Very:

CLD Endorsements Held
None:
SEI Endorsement:
ESL Certificate:
TSOL Licensure:
Bilingual Licensure:
Other:

41%
35%
15%
7%
0%
16%
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Table 5
Familiarity with Areas of CLD Education
Area of Familiarity
Knowledge of History and
Foundation of CLD Rights
Advocacy for CLD Rights
in Your School/District
Current CLD Trends

Not at All
23

Somewhat
33

Moderately
14

Very
9

16

34

19

10

13

35

22

7

8

37

21

12

10

34

29

6

1

20

26

32

6

25

26

21

2

22

33

21

Language Acquisition
Theory and Practice
Assessment
Support of Cultural
Diversity in the Classroom
Encouraging Parent and
Community Involvement
Support and Differentiated
Instruction

1965, 2015). The data from Table 5 indicate that specifically promotes this PD, it has a positive cormany of the respondents have some formal level of relation for educators’ long-term commitment to
training when working with CLD students. While the practices (Mellard et al., 2012).

Additional

these responses are encouraging, it is necessary to data from Table 6 inform a portion of the secondmaintain a consistent PD program for continued ary research, which explores why educators feel
access to best practices (Ross, 2014). The data in they have difficulties obtaining PD for working
Table 5 evaluated educators’ cultural competence with the CLD population. Itis vital in discovering
and awareness of basic CLD student instructional paths to improving access to meaningful programs
strategies (Newman et al., 2010).

for the CLD educators. All these barriers to PD
were presented in the research (Kim, et al, 2014).

Participants and Professional Development

The data collected from Table 7 were instrumental

This data section explored how the partic- in influencing the secondary research. While all
ipants relate to PD regarding CLD students. The areas of PD are important, it is vital to understand
data from Table 6 imply that many of the respon- the PD that teachers would like more access to as
dents do not feel that their administrations are very it informs future program development. In examsupportive of PD for their work with CLD students. ining the data in Table 7, it is an important distincResearch maintains that when the administration tion to ascertain the PD that educators would like
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Table 6
Participants and Professional Development
District Support for CLD Professional Development
Not at All:
Somewhat:
Moderately:
Very:

21%
34%
27%
18%

Barriers for Professional Development for CLD
Students
Time:
74%
Availability of Programs:
56%
Planning and Logistics:
32%
Funding:
31%
Interesting/Relevant Subject Matter:
29%
Incentives:
17%
Administrative District Support:
15%
Sustainability:
11%

Table 7
Participants and Professional Development
Areas of Professional Development (PD) Want More
Access When Working with CLD Students
Developing Differentiated Instructional
Strategies:
Key Concepts of Language Acquisition
Support:
Native Language and Literacy
Development:
Developing Group and Project-Based
Curriculum:
Assessment:
Lesson Development:
Cultural Sensitivity/Awareness:
Technology Support/Programs:
Content Instruction:
Aligning Tasking with Common
Core State Standards:

Bridgewater State University

51%
43%
41%
35%
35%
32%
32%
31%
23%
18%

Areas of Professional Development (PD)
Considered to be Most Important When Working
with CLD Students
Developing Differentiated Instructional
Strategies:
68%
Cultural Sensitivity/Awareness:
52%
Key Concepts of Language Acquisition
Support:
46%
Content Instruction:
40%
Lesson Development:
36%
Native Language and Literacy
Development:
32%
Technology Support/Programs:
24%
Developing Group and Project-Based
Curriculum:
20%
Assessment:
20%
Aligning Tasking with Common
Core State Standards:
13%
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more access to in conjunction with what they feel is elected to leave. These answers informed elements
most important. In this intersection, the data reveal of a resource guide and an annotated bibliography.
that differentiated instruction and key concepts in
language acquisition and development are in the Optional Email Contact
top three in both result lists (see Table 7). When

Respondents who left their emails received

considering what is most important, educators links to a resource guide and an annotated bibliogchose cultural sensitivity and awareness, yet when raphy to use as PD resources.
asked what they would like more access to native
language and literacy development are in the top 3 Skipped Questions on the Survey
(Kim et al., 2014).

The amount and types of questions that the
respondents skipped on the survey may be the re-

Final Question on Survey

sult of educators’ lack of CLD students in their

The last question on the survey asked the classrooms combined with the specialized nature
participants to share anything they felt wasn’t cov- of some of the questions that classroom teachers
ered in the survey, or that they wanted to expand. may not have had the knowledge to answer. Thus,
Listed below are some of their responses.

further statistical analysis could be performed to

•

Need for more ELL parental involvement.

confirm my assumptions.

•

None/not enough PD for work with ELLs in

their district.

Results of the Secondary Questionnaire

•

Need more trained paraprofessionals.

•

ELL students misplaced in higher level con- search that culminated in collaboration with Tan

tent classes.
•

tionnaire consisted of 3 questions to explore rec-

Difficult to provide both reading and En- ommendations for relevant and meaningful PD for

glish language skills in the same day.
•

Huynh and Sarah Ottow, both leaders in the field

Difficult to grade when effort is shown, but of CLD student education. The follow-up ques-

content is not mastered.
•

Results of the survey led to follow-up re-

classroom teachers from professionals in the field.

Looking for more programs that help The researcher created a blog platform (Appen-

to bridge the gaps in knowledge with older dix E) that consisted of detailed information that
students with interrupted formal education (SIFE). accompanied the three questions. The link to the
These are the short answers that respondents
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blog was shared through Sarah Ottow’s Twitter
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page and also through an email message that was

The most frequent recommendations in-

sent to her Confianza subscriber list. This link to clude: Differentiating Instruction and Assessment
the blog did not solicit one response. Thus, it is for English Language Learners by Fairbairn and
assumed that either the followers did not explore Jones-Vo, WIDA, SIOP, Center for Applied Linthe link to the blog, or they did link to the blog, guistics – Scaffolding, Twitter and Confianza.
Question 2. English Language Acquisi-

and the information was not presented in a clear

and concise manner and opted not to respond to the tion and L1 Literacy – Considering the results
questions. The second version of the questions was of survey questions 17 and 19 and the conceptual
delivered through Tan Huynh’s Twitter site that framework of this research, a primary topic for furlinked to a Google Form (Appendix D). There were ther content development may be language acquisi40 respondents over a week. Based on the high tion and supports, particularly content that links L1
rate of response through the Google Form and null literacy with English language acquisition.
Can you recommend specific sources of

response rate through the blog (Appendix E), it can

be proposed that when performing online research, PD in these areas that you have found to be usecreating a concise format will yield the most re- ful?
sponses. Below are summaries of the answers to

The most frequent recommendations in-

the 3 questions collected through the Google Form: clude Jim Cummins’ Thornwood Project, resources
from Seidlitz Education, SIOP, WIDA, Confianza,
Question 1.

Differentiated Instruction and Twitter.

for CLD Students – Educators who responded to

Question 3. Availability of Programs -

the survey reported that developing differentiat- Time was reported to be the primary barrier to obed instructional strategies was the area of greatest taining PD, and the most common solution to time
need and also the most important to improving their constraints is for educators to use resources availwork with CLD students. While there are ample re- able through web-based programs that allow them
sources that offer PD that focuses on differentiated to interact with content when it is convenient for
instruction (DI) strategies, there are few that are their schedules.
specifically geared towards DI for CLD students.

Do you have any recommendations for

Can you recommend PD resources that effective and enjoyable PD targeting ELL stuyou found to provide meaningful DI strategies dents that adequately address key areas of need
for your work with CLD students?
Bridgewater State University

and importance?
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The most frequent recommendations

Demographic information such as gender, age, and

include Stanford University Massive Open Online geographic
Courses (MOOC), WIDA, Twitter, and SIOP.

location were not solicited from the

respondents in this research, as this was not deter-

These recommendations contain free mate- mined to be necessary for the purpose of the surrials that may be accessed online, except for Se- vey.
idlitz Education, which is a publishing house of

The data collected were the result of sam-

educational materials. These results are valid as the ples of convenience. Therefore, the respondents
results of the survey and questionnaire coincided in the primary and secondary queries were purely
with the previous research presented within the dependent on level of interest in the subject matliterature review. These results are considered to ter. Requests for involvement from educators has
be reliable, upon considering administration of the been well received and met with enthusiasm. Acsame survey format through educators’ collegiate cording to the research, it is acknowledged that
emails. It is assumed that there may be some vari- there are general inadequacies in educators’ acance of languages served, depending on the geo- cess to authentic assessment and curriculum tools
graphic region.

for working with CLD students. It is encouraging
that the results of the secondary questionnaire proDiscussion

vided recommendations that were few but high in

Given the importance of authentic and frequency. It is assumed that these resources are
meaningful PD for all educators, especially those valuable supports for educators in the field. There
who are engaged with teaching CLD students, this is a substantial and passionate community of interresearch determined specific areas of PD that ed- national language educators who are collaborating
ucators are seeking. The secondary research con- online and are willing to share their successful exducted with professionals within the field of CLD periences with other educators.
student education culminated in a collection of

The goal of this project was to determine the

highly recommended resources to address the content areas of PD, where educators need more
gaps in knowledge previously determined in the access to the availability and importance of these
survey responses. The high rate of initial survey content areas to those who work with CLD sturesponses can be attributed to the succinct ques- dents. An additional goal was to create a resource
tion style, length of survey, ease of linking to the guide for educators to have access to a collection of
survey, and streamlined Survey Monkey platform. PD that they consider to be most important in their
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classroom practice. Introducing educators to

is convenient for educators. This guide provides

web-based resources may improve their oppor- educators with a variety of links to those who protunities for personal and group- directed PD that vide inservice PD as research indicates educators
enables them to access the information when it is believe that the most beneficial and sustainable PD
convenient for their schedules. The annotated bib- takes place within the classroom, where long-term
liography will be an important resource for inform- practices can be developed and perfected through
ing research-based best practices and for use in collaborations with administration and fellow facprofessional learning communities, study groups, ulty members.
and for those educators who may not have reliable
access to the Internet.

As the population of CLD students increases nationwide, it is essential that all educators have
adequate time and support to access the tools nec-

Study Limitations

essary to best serve this heterogeneous population

The primary limitations of this study were of students and to improve their skill set to promote
time and sample population. The time constraints self-efficacy when encountering the challenges that
limited the opportunity for extended collaboration accompany the increasing demands of teacher acin administering the secondary questionnaire and countability and student success.
collecting more recommendations for beneficial
PD from professionals to share with mainstream
classroom teachers. The initial survey may have

Future Research
The survey results indicate that there is a

yielded more significant results if it were admin- need for the development of more materials dedistered in targeted areas where more CLD students icated to differentiating instruction, understanding
are represented.

the stages of second language acquisition, multicultural connections that link to the home language
Conclusion

and culture, and authentic assessment of the whole

The goal of this project was to provide ed- child. It is essential to consider delivery formats
ucators with tools to improve their overall efficacy that take teachers’ needs and preferences into acas educators of CLD students. Much of the sub- count and provide practical program development
sequent resource guide provides links to online that the teachers determine will be most useful in
resources that specifically address content areas their individual classrooms, with their unique stuwhere individualized PD may be obtained when it dent populations.
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It would be beneficial to conduct longitudi-

learners: Professional development for today’s

nal research and administer a follow-up survey in

culturally and linguistically diverse classrooms.

one year that explores the following:

Journal of Science Teacher Education, 19(5),

•

495-511. doi:10.1007/s10972-008-9103-x

Did the teachers find the resource guide to

be a beneficial instrument that linked them to valuable PD?
•

Friend, J., Most, R., & McCrary, K. (2009). The

Did they share the guide with colleagues

impact of a professional development program

and integrate the resources into group PD within

to improve urban middle-level English language

their schools?

learner achievement. Middle Grades Research

•

Journal, 4(1), 53-75.

Did they find that any of the online forums

provided answers to specific questions regarding
their practice?
•

Guziman, N., & Fernandez, M. R. (2014). Rates

Did the guide help them to cultivate a com-

of representation of CLD students in south Tex-

munity of educators either online or within their

as. Journal of Case Studies in Education, 6, 1-17.

schools with whom they are now collaborating and
expanding and improving their skills with their Iddings, D., Rose, A. C., & Christopher, B. (2012).
CLD students?

Developing pedagogical practices for English
language learners: A design-based approach.
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Appendix A
Greetings,

•

3-6 years

•

6-10 years

•

10-15 years

•

15 + years

I am administering this survey as a part of my
thesis for my master’s in education from Bridgewa- 2. What grade level do you currently teach?
ter State University. My interest is in how to best •

Pre-Kindergarten - Kindergarten

support English Language Learners and in ways to •

1-3

•

4-8

improve professional development for educators.

There is a space at the end of the survey where •

9 - 12

you may leave your email address if you wish. Oth- Post-secondary
erwise, this survey is anonymous. If you choose
to leave your email, I will send you the link to the 3. What subject(s) do you teach?
resource guide that I will be developing upon syn- •
thesizing the results of the survey.

•

If you have a moment, could you please for- •
ward this to any of your colleagues who may con- •
sider taking a few minutes to participate?

•

General Education
English Language Arts/Social Studies
Math/Science
Arts
Other

Thank you for your time and attention.
4. How many English Language Learners (ELL)

Karen Grace Clark

do you have in your class(es)
Please use link to access the survey:

•

0

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/JTTZVVK

•

1-5

•

5-10

•

10-15

•

15+

Appendix B
Survey Monkey Survey
https://www.surveymonkey.com/results/SM-Z8K5KN97L/

5. Please list the top 5 languages you serve in your

1. How long have you been teaching?

classroom(s).

•

0-3 years
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6. What level of ELLs do you serve in your class- 10. Approximately how many hours a week do you
room(s)?

spend exclusively with ELLs?

Please check all that apply.
•

Emerging (limited vocabulary)

11. How familiar are you with Adequate Yearly

•

Beginning

Progress (AYP) standards for ELL students?

•

Developing (intermediate)

•

Not at all

•

Expanding

•

Somewhat

•

Bridging (advanced

•

Moderately

•

Very

7. Which type of classroom do you work in?
Please check all that apply.

12. Do you feel that you have adequate access to

•

Urban

interpreters so that you may maintain necessary

•

Suburban

communication with parents/caregivers of ELLs?

•

Rural

•

Not at all

•

Virtual

•

Somewhat

•

Moderately

•

Very

8. Does your school use with your ELL students?
•

Push-in

•

Pull-out

13. Please list any languages other than English

•

Both

that you speak.

•

Neither
14. Which specific ELL trainings or endorsements

9. How confident are you in your ability to distin- do you hold?
guish language acquisition challenges from learn- •

None

ing and behavioral challenges in ELLs?

•

SEI Endorsement

•

Not at all

•

TSOL Licensure

•

Somewhat

•

ESL Certificate

•

Moderately

•

Bilingual Licensure

•

Very

•

Other
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15. In your school district how important is profes- •
sional development that specifically supports work
with ELLs?
•

Not at all

•

Somewhat

•

Moderately

•

Very

Developing group and project-based curriculum

•

Aligning tasking with Common Core State
Standards

•

Assessment

18. How familiar are you with the following areas
of ELL education?

16. Please check the key barriers you encounter •

Not at all

when accessing professional development specif- •

Somewhat

ically for work with ELLs.

•

Moderately

•

Incentives

•

Very

•

Time

•

Knowledge of history and foundation of ELL

•

Funding

•

Availability of programs

•

Interesting/Relevant subject matter

•

Planning and logistics

•

Current ELL trends

•

Administrative/District Support

•

Language acquisition theory and practice

•

Sustainability

•

Assessment

•

Support of cultural diversity in the class-

rights
•

Advocacy for ELL rights in your school/district

17. In which areas would you like to have more ac-

room

cess to professional development for working with •

Encouraging

ELLs?

ment

involve-

•

Lesson Development

•

Technology support/programs

•

Content Instruction

19. Which areas of professional development for

•

Cultural sensitivity/awareness

working with ELLs do you consider most import-

•

Developing differentiated instruction strategies ant?

•

Key concepts of language acquisition support

•

Lesson development

•

Native language and literacy development

•

Technology support/programs
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•

Content instruction

thesis research, I administered a survey to explore

•

Cultural sensitivity/awareness

the areas of professional development (PD) educa-

•

Developing differentiated instruction strategies tors consider to be most important regarding work

•

Key concepts of language acquisition support

with CLD students, and the areas that could benefit

•

Native language and literacy development

from new or improved content. My research will

•

Developing group and project-based curricu- culminate in a resource guide based on the results
lum

•
•

of the survey. In the guide, educators will find

Aligning tasking with Common Core State links to specific PD considered to be important in
Standards

their classrooms; a bibliography of books and arti-

Assessment

cles useful for personal or group PD; and links to
organizations, websites, and blogs to facilitate di-

20. Is there anything that we haven’t covered that rect connections to current research, practices, and
you would like to bring our attention to or any- professionals in CLD education.
thing that we covered that you’d like to expand on?
Please comment below.

I would like to share my results and elicit feedback regarding important resources with a
broader audience. Would it be possible for me to

21. Please add your email if you would be interest- provide some content for your site presenting the
ed in receiving a link to the site that will contain results of my survey and seeking the input of other
resources and links to resources for working with professionals regarding their ideas and experiences
English Language Learners. Thank you for your with content and delivery of effective PD for CLD?
time.

I would like to include the feedback I receive in my
report and resource guide and then make the
Appendix C

Collaboration Request Email
Greetings,

final product available electronically so that you
and others could share it broadly.
Many of my survey respondents provided

My name is K. Grace Clark, and I am com- their emails for updates on the survey. As a first
pleting my M.Ed. in International Education at step toward increasing collaboration among edBridgewater State University. My research focuses ucators working with CLD students, I will share
on culturally and linguistically diverse (CLD) stu- the link to my content on your site with the educadents in the context of primary education. For my tors who participated in my survey. This will build
Bridgewater State University
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community and increase the visibility of your site.

4.

Developing group/project-based curriculum

Thank you for your time and attention,

5.

Assessment

K. Grace Clark

6.

Lesson development

kgrace.clark@gmail.com

7.

Cultural sensitivity/awareness

8.

Technology support/programming

Appendix D

9.

Content instruction

Google Form for Professional Questionnaire

10.

Aligning tasking with CCSS

1. Differentiated Instruction for ELLs
Educators who responded to my survey re- Areas of PD for working with ELL students, eduported that developing differentiated instruction cators reported as MOST IMPORTANT (in order
strategies was the area of greatest need and also the of frequency):
most important to improving their work with ELL 1.

Developing differentiated instruction

students.

strategies

I have found ample PD focusing on differentiated 2.

Cultural sensitivity/awareness

instruction strategies (DI), but little specifically 3.

Language acquisition and supports

geared towards DI for ELL students.

Content instruction

4.

Can you recommend PD resources that you 5.

Lesson development

found to provide meaningful DI strategies for 6.

L1 language and literacy support

your work with ELL students?

7.

Technology support/programming

8.

Group/project-based curriculum

2. English Language Acquisition and L1 Liter- 9.

Assessment

acy

10.

Aligning tasking with CCSS

Below I summarize other key survey results:

Considering these survey responses and the con-

Areas of PD for working with ELL students, ed- ceptual framework for my research, a primary
ucators reported wanting MORE ACCESS to (in topic for further content development may be
order of frequency):

LANGUAGE ACQUISITION AND SUPPORTS

1.

Developing differentiated instruction

PARTICULARLY CONTENT THAT LINKS L1

strategies

LITERACY WITH ENGLISH LANGUAGE AC-

2.

Language acquisition and supports

QUISITION.

3.

L1 language and literacy support
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Could you recommend specific sources of PD in sional development for CLD students?
these areas that you have found to be useful?
3. Availability of programs

My name is K. Grace Clark, and I am completing my M.Ed. in International Education at

Time was reported to be the primary barrier to ob- Bridgewater State University. My studies focus on
taining PD. Below are the other barriers listed in culturally and linguistically diverse (CLD) students
order of frequency:

and their educational experiences. While conduct-

1.Time

ing a literature review on the overrepresentation

2.Availability of programs

of CLD students in special education programs, I

3.Planning and logistics

found that the primary source for improper place-

4.Funding

ment was educators’ lack of training in content ar-

5.Interesting/relevant subject matter

eas specific to this population (such as assessment).

6.Incentives

This prompted my thesis research: A survey of edu-

7.Administrative/district support

cators with three goals:

8.Sustainability

1.

Determine the professional development

The most common solution to the time constraint (PD) content areas, where educators who work
is for educators to use resources available through with CLD students need more access.
web-based programs that allow them to interact 2.

Assess the importance of these content areas

with content when it is convenient for their sched- to educators who work with CLD students.
ules. I am interested in addressing the

3.

Confirm that the primary barriers to PD tar-

geting educators of CLD students are the same as
AVAILABILITY OF PROGRAMS.

for other areas of PD.

Do you have any recommendations for effective

Educators who responded to my survey re-

and enjoyable PD targeting ELL students that ported that developing differentiated instruction
adequately address key areas of need and im- strategies was the area of greatest need and also
portance?

the most important to improving their work with
CLD students.
Appendix E

I have found ample PD focusing on differ-

Blog Content

entiated instruction strategies (DI), but little specif-

https://pdforcld.blogspot.com/

ically geared towards DI for CLD students.

Spare a moment to share your ideas on profes- •
Bridgewater State University
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you found to provide meaningful DI strategies 10.

Aligning tasking with CCSS

for your work with CLD students?

Considering these survey responses and the

Below I summarize other key survey results: conceptual framework for my research, a primary
Areas of PD for working with CLD stu- topic for further content development may be landents, educators reported wanting more access guage acquisition and supports particularly conto (in order of frequency):

tent that links L1 literacy with English language

1.

Developing differentiated instruction

acquisition.

strategies

•

2.

Language acquisition and supports

PD in this area that you have found to be useful?

3.

L1 language and literacy support

4.

Developing group/project-based curriculum to obtaining PD. Below are the other barriers listed

5.

Assessment

in order of frequency:

6.

Lesson development

1.

Time

7.

Cultural sensitivity/awareness

2.

Availability of programs

8.

Technology support/programming

3.

Planning and logistics

9.

Content instruction

4.

Funding

10.

Aligning tasking with CCSS

5.

Interesting/relevant subject matter

Could you recommend specific sources of
Time was reported to be the primary barrier

Areas of PD for working with CLD stu- 6.

Incentives

dents, educators reported as most important (in 7.

Administrative/district support

order of frequency):

8.

Sustainability

1.

Developing differentiated instruction

The most common solution to the time constraint

strategies

is for educators to use resources available through

2.

Cultural sensitivity/awareness

web-based programs that allow them to interact

3.

Language acquisition and supports

with content when it is convenient for their sched-

4.

Content instruction

ules.

5.

Lesson development

6.

L1 language and literacy support

of programs.

7.

Technology support/programming

•

8.

Group/project-based curriculum

effective and enjoyable PD targeting CLD stu-

9.

Assessment

dents that adequately address key areas of need
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I am interested in addressing the availability
Do you have any recommendations for

Bridgewater State University

and importance?
•

About the Author

Based on my research and the responses to K. Grace Clark completed her Master of Educa-

the questions I posed above, I am developing a re- tion in International Education in May 2018. This
source guide that will include:
1.

Links to PD considered to be important for der the mentorship of J. Michael Bodi, Ph.D. She is

working with CLD students
2.

research project was completed in May of 2018 unteaching overseas and is planning on pursuing her

An annotated bibliography of books and ar- Ph.D. in Education while working abroad.

ticles useful for personal or group PD
3.

Links to organizations, websites, and blogs

to link educators directly to current research,
practices, and professionals working in CLD education.
I am hoping that, as professionals who work
with CLD students, you would:
•

Voice your opinions on my survey findings

•

Provide answers to any (or all) of the three

questions I posed about PD content,
And/or
•

Share your most positive and worthwhile

PD experiences in the comments so that I may integrate your input into my resource guide.
As the population of CLD students increases, we must provide educators with effective tools
for meeting the needs of these students. I hope that
this guide can become a useful resource for educators who feel that they have gaps in their knowledge
that could be filled with research-based content.
Thank you!
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Horse and
Carriage
RYAN MEHIGAN
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“My Brother’s
Ghost”: Child
Exploitation in
Anne Enright’s
The Gathering
RACHEL M. MASOTTA

T

surface when Liam returns to her in a ghostly form,
serving as a constant reminder of the long-avoided
truth she refuses to face. Liam’s ghost both haunts
and drives the narrative and wordlessly achieves an
admission from Veronica allowing Anne Enright to
employ Lam’s fractured ghost as a representation.
This essay is a jumping off point from Carol
Dell’Amico’s statement “[Liam] a throwaway and
an absence- a figure for all those missing and unacknowledged in Ireland’s past.” (70). I set to prove
in two ways that Anne Enright’s The Gathering is
a commentary on the long-term effects of unac-

he Gathering by Anne Enright is a contem- knowledged sexual abuse from twentieth-century
porary Irish novel that explores repression, Ireland. The first being Liam Hegarty’s ghost as a
trauma, and the burden of knowledge. metaphor for repressed memories. The second, the

Gracefully dancing between the past and the pres- Hegarty family’s symbolization as the “invisible”
ent, Veronica Hegarty, the middle of nine children, or forgotten children of Ireland.
is the main protagonist and first-person perspective
in this gripping account of loss. Veronica serves as Liam as the Ghost
the narrator and orator of the novel in the twisted
I wish to begin with the ghostly return of
account of the Hegarty family history of neglect Liam Hegarty. One could read Liam Hegarty’s
and sexual abuse. The focus of The Gathering is ghost as Anne Enright’s Shakespearean homage to
the recent suicide of Liam Hegarty, Veronica’s old- the ghost of King Hamlet. The two intertwine in
er brother and lifelong confidante. Liam’s death has their motives for returning to the living world. Two
ignited Veronica’s subconscious and the horrific se- spectral characters, whose untimely deaths and
cret her mind has harbored for the years leading up ghostly returns, burden the main protagonists with
to his death. Veronica struggles throughout the nov- the truth they reveal. Authors use the ghost charel to address her version of what happened at their acter for a multitude of reasons. For Shakespeare,
grandmother Ada’s home the winter she and Liam King Hamlet reveals the truth of his death to his
were sent away. Veronica’s fears are brought to the grieving son, which ignites Prince Hamlet’s inner
Bridgewater State University
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conflict. For Enright, however, Liam Hegarty’s measures to ensure its extermination. Burning it,
ghost silently propels Veronica’s decision to speak drowning it. Eradicating it.
her truth. It would be easy for the ghost version of

Liam is never far from Veronica’s mind long

Liam to appear to Veronica in times of anguish and before his death. She mentions worrying for him,
pain. So, for the most part, he does. However, he wondering what he would do with his life and if he
also returns to her in moments of unconsciousness ever was sincerely happy. She carries this burden
when her mind wanders with no real direction. It is for him all of her life, just now beginning to regthrough these moments that the truth of the ghost ister the immense weight that Liam has had on her
reveals itself. Liam’s ghost is Veronica’s memory. A heart. While Liam remained alive, the secret that
memory that moves, acts and looks like her brother harbored inside Veronica was able to lay dormant.
Liam. Haunting her until she can admit what hap- The shared secret manifests as the ghost hauntpened to them the winter they spent at Ada’s. Trau- ing Veronica’s life and when she is finally able to
ma, repression and guilt take the form of Liam’s give a voice to that secret, she frees herself and her
ghost. Ghosts are never indeed ghosts; they are brother’s ghost. “The ghost becomes the metaphor
symbols, or desires, or fears presented to the unsus- for memory; it is also a metaphor for things hidden
pecting. “My emigrant brother makes an old-fash- and buried for memories that haunt Irish life and
ioned ghost, and when he died, I dressed him in culture today” (Kunz 107). When we break down
worn-out wellington boots, as the Irish seventies the nature of the ghost, we find the root of the probdipped back into the fifties in my mind” (Enright lem. Veronica is also a victim. Enright has this in
191). The physicality of her “dressing” him shows mind in her characterization of her as the caregivthe control she has over his creation. She is the in- ing child. Veronica’s role in her family is to care for
ventor, the one who dresses up the vision and gives the wayward Liam whose questionable decisions
him the power. Liam’s ghost is much more than an have led him to lead the life of a vagabond. Veronold memory Veronica can dust off. The secret has ica knows this and she frequently comments on her
buried itself into her mind like a tick latches on and need to look after Liam, to protect Liam, to save
embeds itself deeper and deeper into the skin. The Liam. Saving Liam in his waking life was the pentick has been cared for, tended to, dressed. Free- ance for which she decided betrayal. Veronica has
ing herself from the insect means acknowledging focused so long on betraying him that she cannot
how it got there. The problem is squishing the bug see herself as a victim as well.
or flicking it off will not work. It will take drastic
60 • The Graduate Review • 2019

The way I have alluded to the secret
Bridgewater State University

throughout this essay is similar to the way Enright The Hegartys as the Invisible Children
herself teases its reveal. It is purposefully drawn

In recent years, sexual and physical abuse

out and shocking. The peculiar part is that through- allegations in Ireland’s industrial schools have reout my reading, long before I knew the secret, I felt ceived extensive media attention. “Beginning in
its presence hovering above me. I knew what the the 1990s, numerous individuals began to attest
secret was and not because I skipped ahead to read to childhood neglect and abuse in Irish industrial
it. I knew because the sad reveal of ignored sexual schools, in other institutions or within their own
abuse is a theme that dominates television, books families or parishes” (Dell’Amico 63). Many beand movies. There are entire television series ded- lieve that the abuse was well-known within the
icated to the horrific crimes of sex abusers and the school and the church, shedding negative light to
victims who stay silent. With Veronica as the narra- an issue already living under a microscope. The
tor and fellow victim, she becomes the voice for the children who suffered in these industrial schools
dead and their painful secrets. Liam’s secret is the are just the tip of the iceberg. Systemic abuse has
secret of so many affected by sexual abuse, phys- persisted much longer than the name for it was
ical abuse and neglect. “Now I know that the look ever created. Michael Molino says it well. “These
in Liam’s eye was the look of someone who knows stories have caused many to question the unholy
they are alone. Because the world will never know alliance between church and state in independent
what happened to you, and what you carry around Ireland that allowed children of the poor and chilas a result of it” (Enright 177). The secret reveals dren of those deemed morally corrupt to be exploititself through the eyes of a child with the pervasive ed and brutalized in institutional care run for profit
and cutting language of a cynical adult. Veronica by religious congregations like the Christian Brothreveals that she witnessed Liam’s molestation by ers and the Sisters of Mercy” (40). The Gathering
Lambert Nugent, the landlord and family friend to takes place in what appears to be early 2000s Iretheir grandmother, Ada, the winter of 1968 when land. The flashbacks to the past take place in 1968,
they lived with her. Veronica admits that at eight right in the throes of the alleged abuse. Anne Enyears old, she was overwhelmed by the horrific act right is masterfully acknowledging the “invisible”
she saw and internalized it for many years. Only children of Ireland (Dell’Amico). Children forgotwhen she recounts the past does she allude to its ten by their parents, teachers, friends,’ their govpoisoning effects on her memories and in specific ernment, their church. Exploited children in dire
choices she has made.
Bridgewater State University

need of protection. The Hegarty children
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represent this unprotected group. Enright suggests 65). Veronica names each of the adults in her life
that “Mammy” and “Daddy” Hegarty gave the same at the time and in great length describes noteworamount of thought to their children as they would thy moments of personal betrayal from them. Her
of ornaments on a Christmas tree; decorative and mother had too many children to care for; her father
innumerable. The nine children in the family’s clan died young and ignorant; her grandmother self deare discussed in length by Veronica. Some are trou- structed internally while violently washing dishes
bled, some unscathed from the neglect and some and staring out the kitchen window into oblivion.
like Liam are long deceased.

Veronica blames their ignorance and their pain for

As the novel progresses, and the sad realities Liam’s death. Liam’s suicide is apparent to Veronof the grown Hegarty children’s lives are revealed, ica as if he had been marked by death a long time
Enright proves that ornaments are also delicate, ago. Enright writes, “I don’t know when Liam’s
sentimental and breakable. The Hegartys’ lack of fate was written in his bones. And although Nugent
supervision and protection led to their lifelong bat- was the first man to put his name there, for some
tle with depression, trauma, substance abuse and reason, I don’t think he was the last. Not because
shame. Using Veronica’s memories, Anne Enright I saw anything else going on, but because this is
weaves the past and present together to give us the way these things work. Of course, no one knew
the full scope of the Hegarty children’s history. how these things worked at the time” (163). No one
Through this, we learn that as children, Liam and knew how those things worked at the time because
Veronica were sent away to live with their grand- child abuse was prosecuted the same way that adult
mother when their mother’s deteriorating mental abuse was. The name itself was coined in the midhealth forced them out of their family home. Com- 1980s (Moira J. Macguire). Veronica’s and Liam’s
bining their mother’s underlying mental illness invisibility in their own family reflects the invisiwith their maternal grandmother’s unwillingness bility of victims of sex crimes and child exploitato speak of unpleasantries, we find the repressive tion. Veronica is the vessel for the acknowledgment
seeds that have been planted years before Veroni- as she attempts to justify why she never told the
ca and Liam were even born. Veronica tells us that truth about what happened. Liam’s corpse is the
she never knew why out of nine children, she and more macabre vessel. Liam wore a “fluorescent
Liam were the ones to be sent away to Ada’s. “My yellow jacket” (141). He brought stones with him
feelings were not relevant- not just to that occasion, in his pockets and wore no underpants or socks.
but to the whole business of being alive” (Enright “Liam took off his underpants because they were
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not clean. He took off his socks because they were an act of resistance against oppression” (Dell’Amnot clean. He probably thought, as the cold flooded ico 72). Veronica may also be a forgotten child,
his shoes, cleansing thoughts” (Enright 142). Liam but she uses her position as a voice for the dead to
Hegarty tried to wash away the past with the cold serve as an ally. Enright uses these literary devices
rushing waters. Waters that he intended to end his to highlight the long-term effects of ignored sexulife with, more importantly, his life of suffering at al abuse on families and communities; specifically,
the hands of a menacing abuser. This vessel is es- those of the industrial schools in the twentieth censential to the narrative because it is hearing these tury.
disturbing facts that leads Veronica to her private

There is hope for Veronica, Liam, and the

confession. Liam needed a sterile, clean death; Ve- voiceless children their characters stand in for.
ronica needs a clean start.

Hope lies in acceptance; acceptance in the person’s
moral character; acceptance in a cruel fate.

Conclusion

When we conclude The Gathering, there is

According to Enright, Ireland is haunted. a choice that Veronica must make. Her choice is
Haunted by history, by systemic abuse, and most open-ended and complicated, but the choice is to
importantly, its mistreatment of children. Liam move on or to become the ghost she so fervently
Hegarty’s ghost is Veronica’s repressed memo- fears. If Liam’s ghost returns, which it may, Veronry. The ghosts of the past are at the root for what ica can know that the real power lies within her
haunts people, but a ghost is so much more than admission of the truth. “But I do not want a differa ghost. A ghost is a memory, a vision, a feeling, ent destiny from the one that has brought me here.
or a place. For Veronica, Liam’s ghost represents I do not want a different life. I just want to be able
her repressed memories, her inner despair, and her to live it. That’s all” (Enright 260). Veronica realneglected inner child. The ghost instead becomes izes that her cross to bear, her brother’s secret is, in
the embodiment of their trauma and their mistreat- fact, an anchor. And it will not slow her; rather, it
ment. Once we determine the nature of the ghost, it will keep her still. Because the cross adds weight to
becomes clear that the dead cannot haunt. It is the the wearer’s back; the anchor prevents them from
living who haunt themselves.
Veronica gives voice to those without. The

moving forward.
In a poignant scene at the novel’s end, the

Gathering is a feminist intervention into conflict, a Hegarty family has come together for Liam’s fuhistorical bearing witness to other’s suffering and neral. The tension is high and the despair
Bridgewater State University
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apparent. An old girlfriend of Liam’s has appeared Maguire, Moira J. “The Carrigan Committee and
with her young son, a boy named Rowan, who has

Child Sexual Abuse in Twentieth Century Ire-

been exposed as the deceased Liam’s biological

land.” New Hibernia Review, vol. 11, no. 2,

son. Rowan brings light to this dark Dublin day.

2007, pp. 79-100.

Kitty Hegarty, one of the younger siblings, has gotten her hands on a microphone and sings a song, Molino, Michael R. “Surviving the ‘House of a
Liam’s favorite. “Though their voices are silent/

Hundred Windows’: Irish Industrial Schools in

Their pleading looks will say/ Oh, hard times come

Recent Fiction and Memoirs” New Hibernia Re-

again no more” (248). Rowan represents wistful-

view, vol. 5, no. 1, 2001, pp. 33-52.

ness, a new beginning for the Hegartys and the
beautiful message for Liam and the rest of the ex- About the Author
ploited children. “Hard times come again no more” Rachel Masotta is pursuing her Master of Arts in
ends this tragic story with hope and a better tomor- English degree. She completed this research paper
row for all the “Liam’s” across Ireland.

in the fall of 2018 under the mentorship of Dr. Garett Nichols. She plans to pursue her Ph.D.
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Student
Perception
of Levels of
Assistance
Compared to
Their Education
Coaches in a
College Setting

campuses. For students with intellectual and developmental disabilities, many are not given the opportunity to be involved in the traditional college
setting due to their disabilities and lack of skills.
These students typically stay in their high school
settings for many years until the age of 22.
Purpose of Study
The purpose of this study was to determine
if the students who participate in the Inclusive Concurrent Enrollment Initiative (ICEI) program at
Bridgewater State University (BSU), Bridgewater,
Massachusetts had the same or different interpretations of the level of assistance they required compared to their educational coaches’ observations.
The ICEI program…is a fully inclusive postsecondary program for young adults with intel-

CARLY MARKOS

lectual/developmental disabilities. Students in

H

ences as their college-aged peers in the areas of

Introduction

the BSU ICEI program share the same experi-

igh school is a time where most students

academics, socialization, career development,

are involved in activities that “foster

and independent living. With supports in place,

independence, promote social integra-

[the] ICEI students enroll in courses, take part

tion, and provide vocational preparation” (Crans-

in campus internships, and socialize with peers.

ton-Gingras, Davis, Gonzales, Knollman, Thomas,

(Bridgewater State University: ICEI Program

& Wissner, 2015, p. 62), along with gaining ex-

Description, 2019, para.1)

perience and knowledge that help students tran-

This research was conducted during a regu-

sition into adulthood (Lipscomb, Haimson, Liu, lar school day in which the students were involved
Burghardt, Johnson, & Thurlow, 2017). For many in the ICEI program. Each participant was asked
students, these activities are linked to college
Bridgewater State University

to complete a self-evaluating form both in March
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and again in April 2018. The students had the prop- nificant amount of interest over the past 30 years.
er accommodations to complete the evaluations. According to Hart, Grigal, and Weir (2010), more
Each evaluation took approximately 15 minutes to than 250 transition-based programs that work with
complete. The evaluation topics included campus colleges or universities are offered in the United
navigation and travel; time management and or- States. The programs provide students with opporganization; classroom and campus; self-advocacy tunities to gain experience in the work force, take
and self-awareness; social and communication; and higher education classes, and use public transporvocational/internship, along with life skills. Both tation. Students also learn how to navigate their
the students and their education coaches complet- campus and use resources appropriately. In order
ed this evaluation form. At the conclusion of the for these programs to work efficiently, there must
study, the students’ and coaches’ responses were be close collaboration between the school district,
analyzed to determine how the level of assistance college or university, parents, and local employers.
varied overall from education coach to students Students who are involved in these transition proand to see which area of the evaluation form had grams demonstrate more self-determination and
the most significant differential score.

vocational skills.
With the growing availability of high school

Research Questions

to college transition programs, students involved

Two questions guided this action research are able to gain more experience in areas that will
study. These questions were:
•

help them become as independent as possible in

How will the scores be different for the stu- the community. When high school students with

dents in the ICEI program and their educational disabilities have access to and know how to utilize
coaches based on the scores obtained from the In- resources on university or college campuses, they
clusive Dual Enrollment Student Evaluation Tool have a higher likelihood of attending college and
(IDE)?
•

later, sustainable employment (Barber, 2012; Na-

Which section of the IDE will have the big- tional Council on Disability, 2012; Novakovic &

gest difference in scores for the students and their Ross, 2015). Novakovic and Ross (2015) discuss
education coaches?

a program where students with disabilities participate in various activities around a college campus

Review of Literature

for a day. One of the purposes of this program is to

Transitional programs have gained a sig- have students who have disabilities learn how to
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advocate for themselves and to teach the students how to make decisions based on their daily needs,
how to ask for and receive appropriate accommo- it helps them become more successful decision
dations while they are enrolled in college. Nova- makers. The third area of focus is functional life
kovic and Ross found that students with disabilities skills. These skills that are necessary for functional
“are more successful in college when they receive life include knowing how to read, write, and have
appropriate services” (p. 229) such as having ad- basic mathematics skills. These skills are necesditional time to complete tests and having access sary for any aspect of life and are taught in many
to academic supports such as tutoring. Twenty-six aspects of the programs. The last area of focus is
high school students participated in the study that employment. Typically, students in these programs
focused on the program called College Student for start off by participating in non-paid jobs that proa Day (CSFAD), and these students learned how vide the training to become a skillful employee.
to navigate the campus, find the offices where The students can work up to getting a paid job or
their accommodations could be found, and build internship while still enrolled in the transition prorelationships with current college students. After gram.
the study was complete, 85% of the students who

Students gain independence skills in be-

participated stated the CSFAD helped change their coming more independent “by being immersed in
mind about college, and 80% stated that they would an environment where they can interact with samedefinitely attend college.

age peers and participate in typical, age-appropri-

Along with the CSFAD program, there are a ate activities with a specific focus on vocational
number of other programs where high school stu- outcomes” (Cranston-Gingras et al., 2015, p. 64)
dents with disabilities spend multiple days a week along with being provided experiences on and off
on a college campus. According to Cranston-Gin- campus.
gras et al. (2015), there are four main areas that

Many of these transition programs have

these programs should focus on to develop skills college students working with the high school stufor the students to work towards becoming more dents as “partners” throughout the program. These
independent. The first area is the use of public programs allow the high school students to build
transportation. The students should learn how to a relationship with the college student along with
use public transportation to get to and from school, having constant support throughout their
work, or internships. The second area of focus is experiences. Not only does this partnership benefit
self-determination. When the students are taught the high school student, it also gives the college
Bridgewater State University
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student experience working with a student with in- similarly to many of the college transition protellectual or developmental disabilities. Many of grams that are providing special education students
the college students who are involved in these tran- with opportunities to become more independent in
sition programs are in the field of education and many aspects of life.
special education. These programs help the college

These programs have been very successful

students gain experience in the field they wish to in helping special education high school students
pursue in the future.

work towards becoming more independent in their

Researchers have noted that federal initia- communities, education, and within employment
tives play a crucial role in creating policy that sup- opportunities. By having these students in the tranports the interest of students in transition programs sition programs, they are able to interact with peers
(Will, 1984a, 1984b). Halpern (1985) looked at the their own age while gaining skills in becoming an
Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Ser- independent member of the community.
vices (OSERS) transition model. This model is diMethod

vided into two sections. The left side of the OSERS
model indicates the special education programs Population
that were offered in high school were where transi-

The population selected for this study was

tion services begin. The right side of the model is 10 students, ages 18-22, who are currently involved
employment. There are three bridges that connect in the Inclusive Concurrent Enrollment Initiative
the two sides: No Special Services, Time-Limited (ICEI) program at Bridgewater State University
Services, and Ongoing Services. The overall goal (BSU). Each of these students was at the time of
of the OSERS transition model is to have the stu- the study taking college-level courses at BSU and
dents transition from school to working life. Halp- was paired with a BSU education coach. Each of
ern then goes on to discuss a revised version of the the ICEI students had a variety of disabilities and
transition model, where living successfully in the was working towards meeting individual educacommunity is the primary goal for the students. tional goals along with becoming more indepenThis new revised model has three main pillars: res- dent in the community.
idential environment, employment, and social and
interpersonal networks. These pillars support the Subject Participation
main goal of being a working member of a com-

In an Informed Consent Form, I stated that

munity. The new model for transition is structured no harm would come to any of the students in the
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ICEI program who participated in this study. Par- cation, vocational/internship, and life skills (Apticipation in this study was completely voluntary, pendix B). Every student who had returned the
and if the participant wished, they could terminate Informed Consent Form had their responses anainvolvement at any time. For the students, a par- lyzed by Tina and me. If the students’ parents or
ent or guardian and the student needed to sign the guardians did not wish to have their child particInformed Consent Form before the first day of the ipate in this study, the evaluation sheets were not
study. If a student or their parent or guardian did analyzed for this study.
not wish for their child to participate in the study,

The second instrument used in this study

I did not collect data, using the data-collection in- was a simplified version of the Inclusive Dual
struments, from that child. The hypothesis, meth- Enrollment Student Evaluation Tool (IDE). To
odology, and the goals of the study were included accommodate the needs of the students, the IDE
with the Informed Consent form. An example of the was simplified. This evaluation was self-adminisInformed Consent Form that was sent to the par- tered by the enrolled students in the ICEI program
ents or guardians and the students can be found in to fill out regarding themselves. As on the IDE adAppendix A. Please note that all names have been ministered to the coaches, on the student IDE, the
changed to protect the students who participated in students reflected on the levels of assistance they
this study.

believed they had needed in the areas of campus
navigation and travel, time management and orga-

Instrumentation

nization, classroom and campus, self-advocacy and

The first instrument used was the Inclusive self-awareness, social and communication, vocaDual Enrollment Student Evaluation Tool (IDE). tional and internship, and life skills (Appendix C).
Tina Raeke, the ICEI program coordinator, administered this evaluation tool to the BSU education Procedure
coaches between March 12, 2018 and March 30,

Through this action research project, I ana-

2018. On those days, the education coaches eval- lyzed the education coaches’ responses on the IDE
uated the level of assistance their students in the and the students’ responses to determine how the
ICEI program needed in the following areas:

level of assistance varied overall from education

campus navigation and travel, time management coach to student and to see which area of the IDE
and organization, classroom and campus, self-ad- has the most significant differential score.
vocacy and self-awareness, social and communiBridgewater State University

Overall, I hoped to determine if the students’
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view of the level of assistance needed was the same es, the different sections of the evaluation, and the
as the view of the education coaches, and how we average score the students gave themselves comcould better assist the high school students partici- pared to the average score the education coaches
pating in this study in becoming more independent. gave their respective students.
The students’ and the education coaches’ responses
were entered on to a Google form.
Each of their responses was given a numer-

Overview of Entire Evaluation
The results from the entire evaluation, col-

ical value based on the answer they had chosen. lected from both the students enrolled in the ICEI
The scores were calculated by using a Likert Scale program and the education coaches working with
on both the students’ and the education coaches’ the students, showed me some very unique suggesresponses. The categories on the Likert Scale were: tions. Figure 1 demonstrates that 90% of the scores
physical assistance, 1 point; verbal assistance, 2 obtained by the students were different from their
points; gestural assistance, 3 points; monitored as- education coaches’ scores. Ten percent of the
sistance, 4 points; and being independent, 5 points. students received the same score as their educaEach question was weighed equally in the eval- tion coaches, twenty percent of the students’ scores
uation for both the students and their education were below their education coaches’, and seventy
coaches. I sat with every student
while they complete this evaluation
to assist them if needed.
Results
All of the instruments mentioned in the above section were
implemented, scored, and analyzed.
The results obtained in this research
study were broken up and analyzed
in several different areas. The main
areas of focus were the overall difference in the scores between the
students and their education coach70 • The Graduate Review • 2019
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percent had scores that were higher than their edu- ence in scores was 54 points.
cation coaches’.

Figure 2 is a visual representation of the

Figure 1 represents the percentage of stu- scores the students received on the IDE compared
dents whose scores were the same, above, or below to the scores their education coaches gave them
the scores the education coaches gave the students. on the IDE. There is a wide range of differences
Out of 10 students, 7 scored higher scores than in the scores. Student 3 had the lowest difference
their education coaches, 2 scores were lower than in scores, which was zero points, and Student 4
their education coaches, and 1 student had the ex- had the highest difference in scores, which was 54
act same score as their education coach.

points.

As shown in Figure 2, there were a wide variety of differences between the student scores and Sections of Evaluation Break Down
their education coaches’ scores. After students’ and

After analyzing the results of the evalua-

education coaches’ scores were calculated, using tion as a whole, the director of the ICEI program
the Likert Scale mentioned in the procedure sec- and I thought it would be beneficial to break down
tion, the results for each pair of participants were the scores into the different sections of the evalcompared. It was found that the lowest difference uation. The different sections of the evaluation
in the scores was 0 points, and the greatest differ- were: campus navigation and travel, time management, classroom and
campus,

self-advocacy

and self-awareness, social
and communication, vocational/internship, and lifeskills.
I broke down the
results from the evaluation and compared both
the education coaches’ results, and the results of the
group of 10 students who
participated in this study.
Bridgewater State University
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After breaking up all of the results for both the stu- responses were the classroom and campus, which
dents and the education coaches, I found the sum had a 43-point difference, and the time manageof each section for all of the students along with all ment section, which had a 29-point difference. See
of the education coaches and then analyzed them to Figure 3 for a visual representation of the data from
decipher which sections had the largest and small- all of the sections.
est differences overall.

Figure 3 represents the total number of

After completing this analysis, I found that points scored in each section of the IDE. Vocational/internship was the
section that had the most
similar

responses

with

the education coaches and
students. The classroom
and campus section had
the biggest difference in
scores between the education coaches’ and students’
responses.
Average Score Given by
Students and Education
Coaches
After

analyzing

the

evaluation as a whole
and then breaking up the
the sections that had the smallest differences in results based on the sections of the survey, I was
the answers were the vocational/internship, with a presently surprised to discover how much disparity
20-point difference, along with a 21-point differ- existed for the students and their respective educaence for the campus and navigation section. The tion coaches. This information was found by taking
sections that had the largest difference between the average overall score individually for all the
the students’ responses and the education coaches’ students and all of the education coaches.
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their students an average score of a 3-3.9,
and ten percent of the education coaches
gave their students an average score of
2-2.9.
The same process was used to find
the averages for the education coaches.
Once the individual averages of their answers were determined, I calculated how
many results from the education coaches
fell in the ranges of 1-1.9, 2-2.9, 3-3.9,
4-4.9, and 5. I found that 10% of the education coaches chose an average score
of 2-2.9, 60% of the education coaches
Figure 4 represents the average score the

chose an average score of 3-3.9, and 30%

students gave themselves on the entire IDE. Eighty of the education coaches chose and average score
percent of the students gave themselves an average of 4-4.9. These results can be found in Figure 5.
score of a 4-4.9, and twenty percent of the students
gave themselves an average score of a 3-3.9.

Discussion

Once the individual averages of the stu- Overview of Entire Evaluation
After analyzing the data from the evaluadents’ answers were found, I calculated how many
of the students’ results fell in the ranges of 1-1.9, tions, it can be concluded that the majority of the
2-2.9, 3-3.9, 4-4.9, and 5. I found that 20% of the students tended to see themselves as being more
students chose an average score of 3-3.9, and 80% independent than their educational coaches viewed
of the students chose an average score of 4-4.9. them. There are a number of potential reasons why
These results can be found in Figure 4.

the students’ scores and the education coaches’

Figure 5 represents the average score that scores differed so much. None of the following reathe education coaches gave their students through- sons have been proven to be the reason for the large
out the entire IDE. Thirty percent of the education difference in scores. Rather, these are just theories
coaches gave their students an average score of a as to why the students’ scores varied so much from
4-4.9, sixty percent of the education coaches gave their education coaches’ scores.
Bridgewater State University
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education coaches and the students had
known one another. If the education
coaches and the students had not been
working together very long, the students might not understand the education
coaches’ expectations, as well as another
pair who had been working together for a
longer period of time.
A third reason the scores may have
been so different may be due to the students not fully understanding the questions being asked on the IDE. While having the students complete the evaluation,
One reason the scores may have varied so

I was present to answer questions, explain

much is that the students did not understand that a statement, give examples, or read the statements/
they were receiving assistance from their education questions to them, if requested. The students may
coaches because it was much less structured than not have fully understood that they were reflecting
it was in their high school setting. Typically, when on the level of assistance they needed, such as what
the students were in their high school settings, they they believe they can do or not do. This could have
received more frequent, structured assistance in the led the students to misunderstanding what was beclassroom. When the students were on campus at ing asked of them and therefore, skewed the data.
BSU, the ICEI program is giving the students more
opportunities to learn how to become more inde- Sections of Evaluation Break Down
After analyzing the data from the evaluapendent. Since the structure of the level of assistance that is offered is different from high school, tions as a whole, the results were broken down into
the students may have interpreted the level of assis- the different sections of the evaluation. This helped
tance they received as being less because it was not me see which areas the students and the education
as noticeable as it was in their high school setting. coaches had the greatest difference in perspectives.
Another reason the scores may have been From this analysis, it was clear that the classroom
so different may be due to the amount of time the and campus section has the biggest difference
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between the students’ scores and the education so the students may not have been getting as much
coaches’ scores, while the vocational/internship assistance as they needed. The students may have
section had the smallest difference. There are a interpreted the lower level of assistance during
number of reasons as to why the students’ scores the lessons as their ability to be more independent
differed from or were similar to their education during that time.
coaches’ scores in the various areas of the eval-

The similarities between the students’ scores

uation. None of the following reasons have been and their education coaches’ scores in the vocationproven to be the reason, rather, these are just the- al/internship category could be attributed to most
ories as to why the students’ scores vary so much of the education coaches not being present when
from their education coaches’ scores.

the students were working during their internship

One reason why the classroom and campus or job. By sitting with the students while they comsection of the evaluation may have had such a high pleted the evaluation, many students stated that
difference between scores is because the students their education coaches were not present during
viewed themselves as being more social and more their internship, and that they have bosses or other
interactive with their peers than how their educa- adults who supervise them during that time. The
tion coaches viewed them. While sitting with the education coaches’ scores may be based off of the
students filling out the evaluations, it was clear bosses’ or supervisors’ updates about how the stuthat a majority of them felt very confident that they dent was doing during that time, or they could have
were social in the classroom, raised their hands, been based on the updates the students gave them
took notes, and interacted with their peers and about the time they spent in their internships. Withteachers. Most of the students automatically said out the education coaches being present to observe
that they were independent in the classroom and them, it is hard to conclude how accurate the educampus section of the evaluation without reflect- cation coaches’ reflections were for that section of
ing much. Another reason why the students’ scores the IDE.
were so different from their educational coaches’
in the classroom and campus section may be due to Average Score Given by Students and Educatheir education coaches having to be more discrete tion Coaches
about assisting the students. For example, the ed-

After analyzing the data from the

ucation coaches might not have wanted to disturb evaluations as a whole and as independent secthe other students in the classroom during lessons, tions, I broke down the scores of both students and
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education coaches. This helped me to see what the their education coaches were providing them with
average scores the students gave themselves and assistance. Rather, they may have interpreted this
the average scores the education coaches gave the as a friendly reminder or gesture that happened on
students. From this analysis, it was clear that the a daily basis. If that were the case, the students and
students viewed themselves as being more inde- the education coaches needed to come to a clear
pendent than their education coaches viewed them. understanding of what was considered assistance,
There are a number of factors as to why the average and what was considered to be friendly body lanstudents’ scores were so different from their educa- guage.
tion coaches’ average scores. None of the following

An additional reason why I believe the aver-

reasons have been proven to be the reason. These age scores between the students and the education
are just theories as to why the students’ scores var- coaches were so different is because the students
ied so much from their education coaches’ scores.

may not have fully understood what the question or

I believe one reason why the average student scores statement was saying. I had to give multiple examwere higher than the education coaches’ average ples to several students while they were completing
scores is because the students may have wanted to the evaluation. It is possible that they did not fully
impress the ICEI coordinator and me. The students understand what was being asked of them and were
might have wanted to appear more independent, too embarrassed to ask for further clarification.
and they did not want to seem like they needed
more help than they actually needed. If this were
the case, and the students were not 100% honest, or

Action Plan
After completing the analysis of these data

if they did not fully understand the evaluation, then from the students’ and their education coaches’ rethe data may have been skewed.

sponses on the evaluations, I have created an ac-

Another reason why I believe that the aver- tion plan to better assist the program in getting the
age scores were so different is because the students students to become more independent, along with
thought of themselves as being more independent helping the students and education coaches recthan they actually were. The students may have ognize the levels of assistance needed during the
viewed themselves as very independent and did not school day. Below are the suggestions that I have
recognize the level of assistance they were actual- developed to help the students become more
ly receiving from their education coaches. For ex- independent and to help both the students and the
ample, the students may not have recognized that education coaches recognize similar levels of
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assistance needed during the school day.

http://www.heldrich.rutgers.edu/sites/default/

•

files/products/uploads/College_Stud ents_Dis-

Have the students complete the evaluation at

the beginning of the year, after each quarter, and at

abilities_Report.pdf

the end of the year to accurately chart the students’
growth both from the perspective of the education Bridgewater State University. (2019). Inclusive
coaches as well as the students’ perspectives.

Concurrent Enrollment Initiative (ICEI): Pro-

•

gram Description. Retrieved from https://www.

Make sure that both the students and the

education coaches understand the definition of

bridgew.edu/academics/ICEI-program

physical assistance, verbal assistance, gestural
assistance, monitored assistance, and being inde- Cranston-Gingras, A., Davis, D., Gonzales, G.,
pendent. This will help ensure there is less room

Knollman, G., Thomas, D., & Wissner, A.

for error when completing these evaluations and

(2015). Going to college: A campus-based part-

achieving more accurate data.

nership for students with intellectual disabilities.

•

School-University Partnerships, 8(2), 62-71.

Schedule regular face-to-face meetings to

discuss the level of assistance the students need in
various areas of the evaluation with the education Halpern, A. S. (1985). Transition: A look at the
coaches and a member from the ICEI program.

foundations. Exceptional Children, 51(6), 479-

•

486.

After each evaluation has been analyzed,

have a meeting with the education coach and student to discuss an action plan to help increase the Hart, D., Grigal, M., & Weir, C. (2010). Expanding
student’s independence and try to decipher why the

the paradigm: Postsecondary education options

scores are so different (if that is the case).

for individuals with autism spectrum disorder
and intellectual disabilities. Focus on Autism
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My name is Carly Markos, and I am a grad-

nal transition study 2012. Volume 2: Comparison uate student in the Master of Education for Special
across disability groups. (Full report). Washing- Education program at Bridgewater State Universiton, DC: U.S. Department of Education, Insti- ty (BSU). I am conducting an action research study
tute of Education Sciences, National Center for this semester and am interested in the Inclusive
Education Evaluation and Regional Assistance.

Concurrent Enrollment Initiative (ICEI) program
here at BSU. Tina Raeke, ICEI program coordina-

National Council on Disability. (2012). National

tor, will be overseeing the entire study.

disability policy: A progress report. Washington,
DC: Author. Retrieved from: https://ncd.gov/ Introduction:
progress_reports/Aug202012

I am sending you this letter to ask for your
permission to take part in my action research study.

Novakovic, A., & Ross, D. E. (2015). College

The purpose of this study is to determine if the stu-

student for a day: A transition program for high dents who participate in the Inclusive Concurrent
school students with disabilities. Journal of Enrollment Initiative (ICEI) program at BridgewaPostsecondary Education & Disability, 28(2), ter State University have the same or different in229-234.

terpretations of the level of assistance they require,
compared to their educational coaches’ observa-

Will, M. (1984a). Let us pause and reflect—but not tions. I am inviting you to participate in the action
too long. Exceptional Children, 51, 11-16.

research study because you are currently
participating in ICEI. Tina Raeke has approved of

Will, M. (1984b). OSERS programming for the
transition of youth with disabilities: Bridges

this research.
Your participation is completely voluntary.

from school to working life. Washington DC: Your decision whether or not to participate will
Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative have no effect on your grades, academic standing,
Services.

or any services you might receive at the school. You
may choose to withdraw your participation at any
Appendix A

time. I, Carly Markos, a graduate student at Bridge-

Informed Consent Form

water State University, will be one of the research-

Dear Students and Parents/Guardians,

ers conducting this study. If you have any questions
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about this study or letter, please contact me at 845- Confidentiality:
Your child’s name will not be on the evalua-

913-8397 or at Cmarkos@student.bridgew.edu.

tions. Tina Raeke and I will come up with a numerProcedure:

ical system to keep track of each evaluation, so we

The research will be conducted during a are able to make comparisons from the first evaluregular school day in which you are with the ICEI ation to the second. This Informed Consent Docuprogram. If you give consent and your child agrees, ment with your name on it will be kept in a locked
he/she will be asked to complete a self-evaluation cabinet. Only Ms. Markos, her college advisor, and
form both in March and again in April 2018. Your Tina Raeke will have access. This Informed Conchild will have the proper accommodations to com- sent Document will be shredded after the compleplete the evaluations. It is estimated this evaluation tion of this study.
will take approximately 15 minutes to complete.
The evaluation topics will include: campus nav- Certification:
I have read and I understand this Informed

igation and travel, time management and organi-

zation, classroom and campus, self-advocacy and Consent Document. I understand the purpose of the
self-awareness, social and communication, voca- research project, and what I will be asked to do. I
tional/internship, along with life skills.

have been given the opportunity to ask questions,
and they have been answered satisfactorily.

Risks:

I understand that I may withdraw my perInvolvement in this study will cause no mission at any time.
I have received a copy of this Informed

harm to you in any way through the duration of the
research.

Consent Form for my personal reference.
I have read and understand the involvement

Benefits:

this study requires, and I agree to participate in this

You will gain experience in reflecting on the study.
level of assistance that is required for various aspects of going to school on a college campus. This Date:
research will also add to an existing body of literature regarding this topic.

Bridgewater State University

Signatures:
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Consent Signature of Student Participant
Printed Name of Student Participant
I understand the requirements for this study
and I hereby give my informed consent for my
child to be a participant in this study.
Consent Signature of Parent/Guardian
Printed Name of Parent/Guardian &
Relationship
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“You Cannot
Want Wrong
Things Any
More, Now
That You Have
Died”: Problems
of Purity,
Temptation, and
Redemption in
The Chronicles of
Narnia
JILLIAN BOGER

T

Chronicles of Narnia and Arthurian legends, rather
in a kind of inherited disposition: my father would
read The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings to me
and my siblings as a bedtime story when he wasn’t
making up his own. It makes sense that if what my
father was reading was fantasy and science fiction,
then what I was reading was also fantasy and science fiction, even if it wasn’t always necessarily
meant for children. The Hobbit itself, for example,
is not actually children’s literature, but it is often
marketed to children, and, likewise, The Once and
Future King, which is also not necessarily meant
for children was still adapted by Disney into their
1963 cartoon, The Sword in the Stone. And in stories such as The Hobbit and any version of the Grail
Cycle, there exists, to use Joseph Campbell’s language, a Test which the hero will have to encounter
once they have entered the world outside of their
hometown—or perhaps the world outside of the familiar domestic space.
It feels reductive to explain the Test that
protagonists of the fantasy-adventure genre face as
being a kind of temptation—that’s a loaded term
to use at all, but fits well for what I want to describe—but given that so much of the fantasy genre

he primary preoccupation of my childhood has its roots in those Grail stories (mystical objects
literary experience was fantasy; not just which are meant for the worthy, knights-or-similar

Harry Potter, though it figured largely into agents, the quest itself), they are. It is important to
what I was reading, as I think it did for most of view them through this lens of temptation given the
the other kids I went to school with, but also The often-religious subtext of early works in the genre.
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Given that the characters in The Hobbit and Arthu- a temptation, it becomes an issue of a loss of an
rian legends are presumably adults—with the ex- implied childhood innocence, or the corruption of
ception, sometimes, of Galahad, who Tennyson’s a child’s soul; to put the idea of lost innocence in
Percivale refers to as the “boy-knight” in the four- the context of how Tennyson writes Percivale, for
teenth stanza of “The Holy Grail”—there is less of instance, this makes sense. He is uncorrupted even
an ethical or moral issue in referring to the test as a as an adult knight—called “The Pure” by Arthur
temptation. When presented with the problem of a and the other knights (line 3)—and this can be read
temptation, an adult makes the decision as to fall to as an argument for his “innocence,” which I will
it or refuse it. As Agamben mentions in The Adven- define according to its connotation in the poems as
ture, the adventure or quest itself is “something ex- meaning naivety and lack of corruption, and which
ternal—and therefore eccentric and bizarre” (47), also becomes lost along the way of the Grail quest.
and while the occasion of the adventure is “acci- The context of Percival’s implied innocence has
dental,” the decisions made during it have a pro- to do with where he comes from; his father was a
found effect on the characters within the adventure. king, which allows a natural access to divinity via
What complicates matters is when the char- the Great Chain of Being that his fellow knights
acters who are undergoing the adventure are chil- may not have, and he comes to Camelot unspoiled,
dren, which is the case in C.S. Lewis’s The Chron- having been raised by his mother in the woods,
icles of Narnia. It is an accident that the Pevensies away from the rest of man. He falls in love and
find Narnia—but their experience of it is both in- abandons knighthood until Galahad comes to reternal because of what the series has to say about trieve him, but by that point, Percivale is aware that
faith and salvation, and external in the way Agam- the Quest is not his anymore. His purity has been
ben describes adventure, as there are different forc- compromised, and he, along with the older knights
es outside the children that influence their behavior who witness the Grail in some form but are unable
and what happens to them. When quoting early in to obtain it, have a fractured experience of this reliPrince Caspian, Frank Riga articulates this more gious object. Galahad, who is able to fulfil the needs
clearly by referencing how the children are brought of the Grail quest because his narratives (which
to Narnia the same way, as Lucy puts it, a Jinn is come later in the Grail cycle) don’t have a histopulled from a lamp: they do not have the choice but ry of romantic pursuits attached (Weston, 309), is
to engage in the adventure.

the only one in Tennyson who wins the Grail. This

When characters who are growing up face take on the character of Percival/Perceval/Parzival
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is different from earlier takes in which he—and being that without the option to make the choice,
not Galahad, as Galahad hadn’t been introduced any test they face says more about the children’s
to the canon yet—is not only the one who obtains situation than it does about their morality. They are
the Grail, but is also able to maintain a romantic not the ones making the decision to go, and while
relationship while still having a “pure” heart; how- it turns out fine in the end, it bears to keep in mind
ever, it is echoed in the versions of the Grail Cycle that they’re still children when they’re made sovfollowing Tennyson’s Idylls of the King that are ereigns of Narnia. They’re put in danger because
produced as children’s literature, such as Howard they’re the chosen ones to do so, and even if they
Pyle’s The Story of King Arthur and His Knights had the opportunity to, again referring to Campin 1903, and in the language used by some of the bell, refuse the call the first time (which they don’t
early fantasy genre-fiction, including The Chron- have the opportunity to), the quest is still destined
icles of Narnia. That said, to use Vallone’s resis- for them. While the designation of the Pevensies
tance model of the differentiated child, or child- as the Kings and Queens of Narnia is a subversion
as-other, it is impossible for children to have the of the lack of political agency that children have in
same response to a temptation as an adult, and so particular with regards to creating policy which can
placing the child—or even a child character, as in protect them (Kallio), the matter still remains that
the case of the Pevensie children—in a position of they didn’t ask to be brought to Narnia in the first
“temptation” is to rely on an adventure model that place. And, unlike Percival or Galahad, they don’t
is incompatible with childhood; Edmund Pevensie come to Narnia pre-equipped to fight a war, which
is unable to make the same kind of choices as Per- is exactly what they have to do upon arrival.
civale and Galahad because he does not have the

The Chronicles of Narnia are, at their core,

same rational faculties that those adult characters about redemption. Aslan still sacrifices himself in
do.

exchange for Edmund’s life, and the True Narnia
While the Pevensies of Narnia have a large that appears at the end of the series, after Peter and

degree of agency within their ability to operate with- Lucy and their parents have literally died in a train
in Narnia (and even the Professor’s home, despite accident, is a promise of heaven and eternal salbeing sent away from their own home in the city for vation. Susan is conspicuously absent, which inditheir safety during the Blitz), a problem presents it- cates that she is not yet ready to be received into
self because of the way Lucy describes not having Narnia/Heaven—Susan, who has started wearing
a choice but to go to Narnia at all—the problem makeup and entered the world of adult womanhood
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in a way that is being criticized by the morals of family, because I would argue that Edmund, after
the narrative by her exclusion, and which has been that initial meeting with the White Witch, doesn’t
addressed in a short prose work by Neil Gaiman. have a lot of control over what he’s doing in the
With the exception of Susan—who was even pres- same way any child who has been coaxed by an
ent at Aslan’s death—there is the possibility of re- adult into action (whether appropriate or inapprodemption.

priate behavior) doesn’t have as much agency over

But while there’s the obvious feminist issue whether or not they act.
of what to do with Susan, there’s also the problem

During Edmund’s first encounter with the

of Edmund, and the problem of framing tests that White Witch, his discomfort is immediately notheroes must face as they enter into the magical ed: “He did not like the way she looked at him.”
world as a temptation. In the case of child charac- A Christian reading of this might suggest that of
ters, there’s an issue with identifying what counts course Edmund doesn’t feel comfortable with her;
as a temptation for children, and what is beyond she’s evil, and representative of Lilith (The Mathe scope of temptation for them—what would be gician’s Nephew). However, there’s also the very
a temptation for an adult character such as Percival commonplace and not magical fact that the White
would not necessarily be a temptation for a child Witch is a stranger to Edmund and doing the equivcharacter such as Edmund.

alent of a person leaning out of their car to yell at

Edmund’s trials in The Lion, the Witch and a child on the sidewalk. This unsettledness with
the Wardrobe are manifested through the White the Witch continues when she invites him into her
Witch; she is the one who “tempts” him into leaving sleigh:
his family, and she is the one who must be stopped

“My poor child,” she said in quite a different

by the end of the story in order for the heroes to win.

voice, “how cold you look! Come and sit with

The implication is that Edmund had a choice in the

me here on the sledge and I will put my mantle

actions presented to him as he went to Narnia, and

around you and we will talk.”

in some ways, I agree with that: Edmund did not

Edmund did not like this arrangement at all

have to follow Lucy into the wardrobe, which he

but he dared not disobey; he stepped on to the

did with the intent of bullying her. It becomes much

sledge and sat at her feet, and she put a fold of

more complicated after he’s in Narnia, though, and

her fur mantle around him and tucked it well in.

it can’t be dismissed as him consistently choosing

“Perhaps something hot to drink?” said the

evil - represented by the White Witch - over his
Bridgewater State University

Queen. “Should you like that?”
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“Yes please, your Majesty,” said Edmund, examples in Honeyman’s argument, and they are
whose teeth were chattering.

punished not only for wasting food, but for not

This initial interaction tells us two things: knowing how to fend off their hunger. And while
that Edmund is aware of the power imbalance be- Agamben brings up the point that as in the case
tween him and the White Witch, even if he doesn’t of Parzival/Percivale, a significant number of adknow that she’s a witch yet, but thinks her a queen, venture stories draw a “connection between amoand that he is not so much being tempted into the rous experience and adventure” (52), that’s not an
sledge but is in a position where it would be (as adventure experience that can readily be provided
far as he knows) more dangerous not to do what to child characters because of the fact that they’re
she says to. Comparatively, a character like Per- children, and clearly not developmentally ready for
civale in “The Holy Grail” is “disarmed / By maid- the same kind of sexual-romantic experience any
ens each as fair as any flower” and led away from of Arthur’s knights would be. Interesting too, is the
the test while the princess of the castle he goes to fact that Galahad’s lack of romantic partnerships
“set[s] / a banquet richer than the day before / By is actually presented as a dehumanizing element to
me; for all her longing and her will / Was toward him in The Once and Future King, which is more
me as of old” (stanza 47) while Galahad, who does contemporary to Narnia than Tennyson’s poems:
succeed in his quest, says “So keep I fair thro’ faith while Tennyson allows it to be the source of his
and prayer / A virgin heart in work and will” (“Sir strength, White does, too, but at the cost of someGalahad,” stanza 2). The issue of retaining purity thing necessarily human. That all considered, the
it would appear then is a rejection of the desires of food then is a parallel to the bodily temptations
the body, at least in the fantasy tradition which The faced by these older characters, and if Edmund (or
Chronicles of Narnia are working within.

Hansel and Gretel, or any other child characters

The Turkish Delights seem to be the actu- tempted by sweets in a time of famine) were like
al cinching point of Edmund’s “temptation” by the his adult peers, he would have had a more develWitch into wickedness—for one thing, they’re the oped ability to resist its draw—which, as a child,
chapter title, and for another, as Susan Honeyman he does not.
argues in “Gingerbread Wishes and Candy(land)

Yet I still have problems with the argument

Dreams: The Lure of Food in Cautionary Tales of that the narrative of The Lion, the Witch, and the
Consumption,” the greed that drives children is Wardrobe is presenting about Edmund. The lanhunger, or gluttony. Hansel and Gretel are main guage that the White Witch uses with Edmund is
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language that child predators sometimes use with dies. Edmund, too, is supposed to die, but doesn’t.
their victims: she tells him, “And, by the way… This speaks to the book’s message of redemption
you needn’t tell them about me. It would be fun to and of the Christian allegory throughout in which
keep it a secret between us two, wouldn’t it?” (36). Aslan is Christ (Bell), and in its own way offers a
During the time he spends eating the Turkish De- message of hope that the sinner may be redeemed.
lights, Edmund tells the Witch about his siblings,

The problem of posing it this way, howev-

about their entire lives, and she has earned his trust. er, is that the interactions between Edmund and the
Of course, Edmund is being used; the Witch knows White Witch can be read as child abuse, as groomthat he and his siblings will defeat her and take ing specifically. What the White Witch does in tartheir place as rulers of Narnia. Edmund, however, geting Edmund is consistent with what Daniel Polknows nothing about what a threat he could pose to lack and Andrea MacIver identify as key elements
her. For all of his brattiness, he’s still a child.

in (particularly sexual) grooming. They list the

When Edmund leaves his family and joins following elements: “targeting the victim; securing
the Witch, he learns quickly that she had tricked access to and isolating the victim; gaining the vichim and he becomes a prisoner. The suggested tim’s trust; and controlling and concealing the retake away, given that Aslan must offer himself in lationship” (161). Further, all of the White Witch’s
exchange for Edmund’s life, is that Edmund had actions serve the same purposes which Pollack and
done this to himself—that this was his punish- MacIver describe grooming to function in service
ment, and that, for betraying his family to go to the of “manipulate the child into becoming a co-operWitch (with hopes of becoming a prince, or even ating participant” and “reduce the likelihood of the
king of Narnia), he in some way was deserving of child being believed if they do disclose” (162). Edthe abuse which she deals him. When the tempta- mund is the unhappiest among his family members
tion is given into in these quest stories, there is a to be sent to the Professor’s house; he thinks Susan
consequence for the action; Percivale at the start is acting too much like their mother (2), is young
of “The Holy Grail” is found after the action of the enough to still get bad-tempered when he’s tired but
poem and relates it shortly before his death, after pretending not to be, is old enough to be impatient
months of prayer and fasting—though Galahad re- when Lucy is afraid of an owl (3), and is positioned
trieved him (and someone else must always save very early on to be predisposed to melancholy and
the sinner, even in much later works like Star Wars, frustration at his situation in a way that his siblings
in which Luke Skywalker saves his father), he still simply are not (4). Being forced into the country is
Bridgewater State University
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an especially unpleasant experience for Edmund, care of children to prevent child abuse. Edmund is
and while the 2005 live-action adaptation does a far from home and encountering an adult who calls
much stronger job at contextualizing why Edmund herself a queen. If he is tempted at all (and it is
is so miserable, part of it is also the requirement difficult to use that word, while the narrative finds
the story has for someone who would commit a be- it fitting, it does not seem appropriate to describe
trayal in the first place. However, Edmund is also what is actually happening), it’s because he is in
in a position where he’s especially vulnerable; Su- a position where he has to trust adults to do what
san and Peter, as the oldest, take on those surro- is best for him. He had to trust the adults who sent
gate-parent-sibling roles, while Lucy is allowed, in him away from home in the first place, who led him
some sense, to be free. And while there are so many to the Professor’s home instead, and he has to rely
clichés about middle child syndrome, I personal- on the adults at the Professor’s home to protect him
ly find myself empathizing with Edmund because from danger. Because the human adults in Narnia
what else can you do? The morality of The Chron- are often absent, the protection of the children falls
icles of Narnia encourages the judgment passed to animals (who rely on the children to save them)
on him and then gives him the title of Edmund the and the children themselves.
Just, which emphasizes the role that judgment and

I think it important, too, to consider a dichot-

justice have played in his character arc. It doesn’t omy Lewis’s narrative presents between Lucy’s
sit well with our current understanding of child vic- experience entering Narnia and Edmund’s. Lucy is
timization; Onora O’Neill says it best in an article not presented as having been necessarily tempted,
about children’s rights when plainly putting it that though I think that she lucks out. She meets Mr.
“Children easily become victims” (445). Read- Tumnus, a faun, who is described as more tradiing Narnia today becomes informed by repeated tionally devilish than the depiction of the White
knowledge of how abuse functions: both Onora Witch:
and Donna Gill, in an article on identifying child

From the waist upwards he was like a man,

abuse, point out the ways in which abusers justify

but his legs were shaped like a goat’s (the hair

their actions against those they abuse and the diffi-

on them was glossy black) and instead of feet

culties which arise in identifying that abuse. Onora

he had goat’s hoofs. He also had a tail, but Lucy

in particular notes that problems arise in children’s

did not notice this at first because it was neatly

ability to speak for themselves, while Gill discuss-

caught up over the arm that held the umbrella…

es the shared responsibility of all adults who take

He had a red woolen muffler round his neck and
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his skin was rather reddish too. He had a strange, better prepared for dealing with the White Witch
but pleasant little face with a short ported beard than Edmund.
and curly hair, and out of the hair there stuck two
horns, one on each side of his forehead. (8)

That Edmund is positioned then as having
been tempted, and having sinned, is problematic

There’s also the mythology surrounding because of what it implies about victims in general,
fauns, and their association with satyrs and inherent particularly children who are reading the book. This
lasciviousness, and the threat that they could pose is not to say that we always internalize everything
to a girl isn’t lost on me as an adult reader. And we read as children (or as adults, for that matter),
Tumnus too entices Lucy with food—“toast—and but literature does help contextualize the world and
sardines—and cake” (11) to encourage her to come reading is one way that children are encouraged
to his home for tea. He does so with the intention to learn how to operate within the world around
of giving her up to the White Witch, though she’s them. If we want to claim that reading fiction, as
able to make him change his mind by reminding Sarah Kaplan does in a 2016 article for The Washhim that he doesn’t need to, and that she forgives ington Post, makes us better people, then we are
him and that he doesn’t have to do it again (16- admitting that some part of the reading experience
17). This speaks to an implied inherent goodness in does change us (the adventure of reading, then, is
little girls that little boys lack, and a gendering of as much an external act as one that becomes interthe ability to remain uncorrupted that is seen earli- nalized, to return to that image). And the message
er when Tennyson’s Galahad refers to himself as a that gets presented in a text like The Chronicles of
“maiden knight” (stanza 6); an attitude that Lucy is Narnia is that, even though you can be forgiven
capable of forgiveness in a way that Edmund is not, for your sins, the position of being abused possibly
and that she (despite being the youngest) is able of codes you yourself as a sinner.
showing the kind of truthfulness and forgiveness

When Caspian X dies, in The Silver Chair,

in her treatment of sinners that makes her Aslan’s he tells Aslan that he has always wanted a glimpse
favorite (and, given that the book is dedicated to a of their world, meaning the world in which the
real Lucy, Lewis’s favorite, too). Edmund should Pevensies and Jill Pole and Eustace Scrubb exist
be able to provide the same ability to subvert dan- first, and then asks, “Is that wrong?” (214). Aslan
ger that his younger sister does, but can’t—and yet replies, “You cannot want wrong things any more,
this is troubling, as the narrative is unconvincing in now that you have died, my son.” Caspian is then
the argument that Lucy would have somehow been allowed five minutes in the other world, after
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having been restored to a youthful self and is al- heaven; the sweets are associated with temptation
lowed to run around with Jill and Eustace and Aslan of the flesh.
in order to protect his friends from bullies.

In thinking about the way morals and mo-

At this point in the series, Edmund is no lon- rality come into play in The Chronicles of Narnia,
ger in play, and will not be until he, too, dies, in I’m find myself at Marilyn Edelstein’s “Ethics and
The Last Battle but the question brings up the issue Contemporary American Literature; Revisiting the
of wanting, and what is a right want versus what Controversy over John Gardener’s On Moral Ficis categorized as a “wrong” want. Companionship, tion.” Edelstein does find Gardner’s argument that
it seems, when it is not sought in the appropriate art (and literature in particular) needs to come with
places, between both Percivale and Edmund’s sit- a moral argument is in some ways compelling even
uation (despite being drastically different) causes today, and it’s especially nascent with regards to
suffering; and the Edmund who appears at the start thinking about children’s literature (particularly, as
of The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe strikes The Chronicles of Narnia is, religious children’s
me as a significantly lonely child. If we are going literature) and what its purpose is. The main issue
to continue to see the instance of Edmund’s test as that Edelstein approaches with regard to Gardner’s
a temptation—and in this case, then, an unfair and work is that he went after so many of his conteminappropriate one—then the context of it places it poraries (which is what she also states didn’t help
within the desire of the body. The food and drink its popularity)—but what we should keep in mind
the Witch offer him—in the same way the fairy is his “concern with ethics” as being something still
tales which both Tolkien and Lewis would have necessary, and Edelstein does ground the assumpread allow food to function (Berman)—are a trap, tion that literature should be moral with historical
conjured by her, and, like fairy food, put Edmund contexts in which that was an argument for literainto a position where he is more vulnerable to the ture in the first place.
magic creature which has provided it. The food

Edmund becomes instrumental in defeating

is what gives him permission to trust the Witch the White Witch after all, because, as Peter menin the first place and then what binds him to her tions, “when he reached her he had the sense to
when he goes and begs for more Turkish Delights. bring his sword smashing down on her wand inOf course, when Caspian is dead, he cannot want stead of trying to go for her directly and simply
wrong things—the body is not there to betray him. getting made a statue himself for his pains” (176).
Edmund would not want Turkish Delights in
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In whichever way the text is read, if Edmund has
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been tempted or has been abused (or both), this is a I missed the correlation between Aslan as Jesus and
kind of agency that he has in defeating not only the I was young enough not to yet have been taught
thing that tempted him, but the thing that he saw about the way children in London were made to
hurt others, and which placed him as a child in a leave their homes as refugees to the country side. It
position of fear and anxiety. Edmund sees the an- is impossible to access what I thought of Edmund,
imals become statues after joining the Witch and, even though now I find myself frustrated by the asat one point, begs her not to do it. There’s still a sumption that he would know—or that he would
major problem here, too—that the Pevensies, who think—to reject the offers the White Witch gives
have been brought to the country side specifically him. I think about the relative powerlessness of
for their safety from the London Blitz, are now in childhood, and while Narnia does offer power to its
a position where they have to confront the violence child characters by making them kings and queens,
of war in a very personal way, but it’s mitigated by they begin in that position where they are unable to
the fact that they do choose to fight. They could control where it is they’re being sent for their own
leave Narnia through the wardrobe at any time, as safety, they’re unable to control the fact that their
Lucy does at the beginning, but they’re provided home is being bombed, and they’re unable to conthe agency to fight in a way that they cannot con- trol whether or not they can have the treats that we
front the actual horrors that lay in the world outside take for granted in times of peace which become
of Narnia. There’s a moral justification for fight- scarce or entirely absent during war. When you’re
ing—that there are just and unjust wars, such as powerless, I think it is probably a natural inclination
that against the Witch—and therefore an occasion to want power, and I don’t think it necessarily fair
where violence is welcome.

of a narrative to punish children for wanting con-

At the same time that I can acknowledge the trol when they don’t know, like Edmund doesn’t,
need for children to be given tools to confront real that they’re the rulers of the land they wander into.
world horrors within imaginary ones—such as the
Pevensies fighting for Narnia in a way that they
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